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EXAMINATION PAPERS.

ORGAN.
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION.
The Demonstrative Examination con~ed in the performance of selections in Sonata Form, Polyphonic
Style, and Free Style, from the list of works given in
the Prospectus for Associateship Examination (see Prospectus, page 29), supplemented by original lists handed
in by the candidates; in additi.:m to which there were
various tests in reading Oi:gan-score, Vocal-score (with
F, G, and C clefs), the playing of Hymns and Chants,
Transposition of the. §.a.me, and playing in F'our-pa.rt
Harmony, from a Figured Bass.
.

NO. 4.

the pedals, etc.-having special regard to the giving out
II. The Candidate will write an original exercise for
and accompanying of hymn tunes and chants.
singing at sight, for each of the first five school years
XV. What is meant by Phrasing?
(grades), and state with ea.ch at what time in the year the
XVI. Define legato and staccato touch.
pupils should be able to sing the same.
XVII. Of what value to an Organist is a knowledge
III. The Candidate will copy the preceding composiof Harmony and Counterpoint?
tion, giving an analysis of its rhythm, musical form (secXVIII. Give names of some of the great German and tions, phrases, periods), indicating the rate of movement
English composers of Church Music, and of some of their (tempo) in which it should be sung, and supplying the
works.
necessary signs of expression.
XIX. Give names of some composers for the Roman
IV. The Candidate will answer the following que11tions : /fatholic Ritual, i. e., the most celebrated.
\
(a) What means do you employ to prevent children
from straining their voices?
PUBLIC SCHOOL.
( b) In which school year would you introduce three"
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION.
.part singing, and how would you classify the voices for
The Demonstrative Examination consisted of testthat purpose ?
exercises having especial reference to Respiration, Emis·
V. The Candidate will answer the following quession of Tone, Accuracy· of Pitch, thorough under
~tanding ·of the fundamentals of Vocal Music, Sight tions:(a) What are the registers of children's voices, and to
Reading (by simple vowel sounds, syllables and words),
and Interpretation of simple songs (see Prospectus, page what compass should each of the registers be confined?
(b) At what age do children's voices usually change?
24).
What are the indications of approaching change of voice?
SPECIAL THEORETIC EXAMINATION.
Should they be required to sing during that period?
I. The Candidate will present a written Thesis, in
(c) Describe the mouth formation for each of the fola
e
which he shall fully illustrate by music and explanatory lowing vowel sounds: ii
0
0
text, how he would.teach the following points:(la) (name) (meet) (do) (pool)
(a) How he would teach the Pitch of Tones, and the
(d) Give rules for enunciating, in singing, consonants
Relative Length of Tones.
in connected syllables and words.
(b) In what order and in what manner he would ex(e) Give rules for taking b~ath, with reference to the
plain to the pupil the use of each character in Musical musical rhythm, phrases, and to the words of the text.
Notation, including terms relating to the rate of moveVI. Harmonize the following melody in four parts:ment, terms and signs of Expression, Accent, and the
-.,
1
germs of Musical Form; i.e., Section, Phrase, Period. E~£l~~-=-?==r==~=tr-r-±f11j
(c) In what manner he would teach the Intervals and E~:
~
===t:==t:=

SPECIAL THEORETIC EXAMINATION.
Scales.
!":'\
~ · ""'
I. How are Organ stops classified as to pitch?
(d) In what manner he would teach Sight Reading.
F=t~=r--::iit;EJ==i=fj j ~
II. How are organ stops classified as to tone color?
(e) He will detail the subject matter of a complete ~
i::=t=±
~ ~
_ ~I
lll. What a.re compound stops? Give names of some.
course of study suitable for each of the usual Common
IV. To which class does the Keraulophon belong? the
School Grades, including High Schools.
~
==t::~:=.e=4-+=:tH
Bourdon? the Vox Humana? the Principal?
FAREWELL,
0
LITTLE
VILLAGE.
V. What is understood by 32, 16, ~' 4, and 2 foot
Fr; SILCHER.
6
6
98 6
6 3~ .
tone?
..
VI. Explain the process of tuning reeds.
3
- 5
76 5
511 2 6
VII. What do you understand by the following direc9
tions?
"Swell with Oboe."
Fare thee well! 0 lit-tle vil - lage, Fare thee
_:
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''Full Swell."

Mixtures."

::~::~,l~:e~~~:.,

"Pedal, 16 feet and 8 feet."
VIII. Suggest an appropriate tone color (stop or stops)
as an accompaniment to(a) An Oboe Solo.
(b) A Clarionet (qr Cremona) Solo.
(c) An ~-ft. Flute Solo.
(d) A 4 ft. (Harmonic) Flute Solo.
IX. What ·selection of stops would you suggest in genX. Wlmt should
be the compass of M&I!ual and Pedal
. _ -emlfur-1l'-0gal
movement?
- Keyboard in the modem Organ ?
_JI: Give.the Rhythm of-

F

(a) A long.metre.hymn tune.
(b) A common metre hymn tune.
(c) A short metre hymn tune.
XII. If interlud~s are required betwe.en the verses of a
·hymn, what shoul~,~e the basi1rof their construction?
XIII. ~at iii;.~~ Anthe~? a Mass? a Chant? Give

a~()utlin~~f fr11ica.nI~ou~1e c~n,t.
or
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COUNTERPOINT.
I. In Simple Counterpoint what interval is sometimes
consonant and sometimes diosonant, and unde• what circumstances?
,
II. Add not less than eight measures to the following
j~ canon, employing one filling (free) voice, and closing
with a free cadence.
··.
:
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well' my childhood's home· Father mother, eor-row
.
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III; Construct to the following Subject a double c()u#~
terpoiut in the tenth, employing it so as tO m&ke ,the
whole 8 voiced; write a. CounterpoiJ~t in the t~~ \0
the s•me subject : -
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Vocal Score 11
~ tQth~~eonn s itl'On note•• ~oubling the parts, using
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-Jo.AC:WM, who became a Mus. Doc. 'Of Cambridge
-Ma• .a\.NTON STRELllZKI gave a__piano recital before
the pupiG"of Mr. Julius Klauser, Milwaukee, 011 March University in 1877, was recently invested with the degree
of Mui. Dqc..at Oxford University, England.
[AU matter intended for this Department should 'be addre!ll!ed. to 7th. V aria.tions Se:rieuses, Mendelssohn, Sonata in F,
Rubinstein, Liebestraum, Liszt, Fantaisie Ru.sse, TschaiEnglish ru.usic lover has placed £20,000
Mrs. Helen D. Tretbar, Box 2920, New York City.]
kowski, 1.t.nd selections by Korsakoff and Cesar Cui, made
of the Ptince of Wales, with a. view to
up his programme.
HOKE.
College of Mumc in London.
-PHILADELPHIA is raising a fund for a monument to
-MASTER JosEF HOFMAN sailed for Europe on Mareh
been playing, her husBeethoven 1· in Fairmount Park. It is proposed to give
28th.
in London, and, with
Schumann' l!I Fantasia-MR. KARL KLINDWORTH and Mrs. Klindworth sailed ten entertamments for the fund, to extend over two
and.
to
other
works,
Beethaven'
11
for Europe on March 14th.
" Fidelio." The first concert
-THE Kansas State M. T.
A1::1;1,u.tiu1y of Music, on Feb. 29th.
annual convention at Emporia, on
Quartet, consisting of Messrs.
-THE new buildin~ Of the v":;vo"""''"
and Corell, of Buffalo, N. Y. 1
Mr. Alfred Arthur, director, was
The programme contained
D minor, Schubert, LieHandel, sung by Miss
Von Billow's American

MUSIOAL ITEMS.

-Tm: second 1.nd third lectures
Analytical Series given by Messrs.
S. B. Ma.thews, of Chicago, treated
and " Thalberg to Liszt," respectively.
,.,.Jc AID•.iu.•v"' o are being actively made for
T. N. A.'s convention, to
Mr. Theo. Thomas
Exposition Buildings.
concerti! in
-Mrns M..&.uD POWELL gave a recital last week before
the ·students of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music, in
which she played the Mendelssohn Violin. Concerto and
the Bruch G minor Concerto, with other snialler numbers.
-MR. MAx VoG&ICH gave a recital at Steinert Hall,
Boston, on March 16th. Schumann's Sonata, Op. 11,
Carnaval and smaller selections and his own StaccatoCaprice, Gavotte and Impromptu were on the programme.
-THE National Opera Company has become a cooperative organization, the principal members being
Gustav Hinrichs, the conductor; the ~nor, Barton McGuckin; the baritone, Wm. Ludwig, and Mr. Henry
Pierson.
-THE Beethoven Quartette Club, of New York, assisted
by Rafael Joseffy, gave a concert at Ne'lark, on March
19th. Mr. J oseffy played the Moszkowski Waltz, his own
Chanson d'Amour, and, with Mr. Dannreuther, Goldmark's Suite for piano and violin.
-A GRAND" Wagner" concert was given at Chicago
on March 21st. Mme. Fanny Bloomfield and Messrs.
Clarence Eddy and Rosenbecker were among the soloists,
and the programme comprised· excerpts from " Tristan,"
11
Die Walk.lire," and the earlier Wagner operas.
-T1n1: well-known violinist, S. E. Jacobsohn'• String
Quartet gave a chamber music concert, at Chicago, on
March 16th. Sona.ta No. 1, Bach, for violin and piano,
was played by MeBSrs. Jacobsohn and Hyllested, and
Beethoven's String Quartet, Op. 13~, was on the programme.
-TH•~t.ft-'l'·homas concert of the Philadelphia series
took place on March 8th. Mr. Rafael Joseffy performed
Tschaikowski's first piano concerto. The orchestra's
numbers were: Leonore overture No. I, Schubert's
Unfinished Symphony and Symphonic.J:'antasia, "Italy/'
Richard S~nlll'l.
,,
~AT th:1Buffalo · Orc)es~ra's concerl,"On March 21st,
Emil Fischer, of the German Opera, New.York, WM the
so····loist.
The orchesttji'. played Weber's " Euryantlte"
~verture, " Marcia Fuhebre," from the " Eroica" sym•
f.liony, Boccherini Menuet and portions of .Rubinstein's
' Bal Costutlle."
.
.,--M1n:. Hlil~BERT FoEB~Tn, soprano, and Miss Jeanne
Franko, of New York, recently took part in a concert at
:Philadelphia, the. latter artist being heard both as a
vi~li~i~ in the .Mendelssohn-Liszt" M!ds}lm·
".••.•.N1gl:J·
.. ta' D.rea
...•,..
.• "muifo and. Sara.sate tra.nsenptions

.,i,..iat.•

. l~m " llignon.""

.

-Lucc..&. sang Carmen
fiftieth time in Vienna
recently.
-MME. CARLOTTA
residence in Paris was
recently destroyed by
-Ros.&. SucHER, the Wagnerian soprano, has become
a member of the Berlin opera.
Madrid Conservatory of Music has 2023 pupils,
study the piano-forte.
-PAULINE L' ALLEMAND appeared as Ro$'lne, in the
" Barber of Seville," at Augsburg.
-PATTI has signed a contract for several concerts to
be given in London next November.
-Scau1u1rn' s " Manfred" music meets with constant
favor at the Colonne concerti!, Paris.
-VIOTOR NESSLER, the composer of "The Trompeter
of Sakkingen," has written a new opera.
-M:nui:. EssxPoFF and Leschetizky have been playing
with the Philharmonic orchestra in Berlin.
-Eumrn n' ALBERT played Brahm's second piano concerto at the fourth Nicode concert, Dresden.
-:--THE: music school of Lausanne, Switzerland, has
313 pupils, and is one of the hugest in Europe.
-DR. A. C. MACKENZIE, the composer, has been elected
president of the Royal Academy of Music, London.
-PETER Tsmunwwsu, the pianist and comp~er
played at the Colonne concerti!, Paris, on March 4th. and
11th.
-RunINSTEIN's "Sulamith," a biblical drama, is to be
produced at a Berlin symphony concert as a concert-opera.
-THE Liszt Society, of Leipsic, intends giving two
concerts in behalf of a monument in that city for Mendelll80hn.
-REKENYI was still alive and giving concerts in Bloemfontern, South 4frica, in January of this year, it is
reported.
··
·
-ScHA.RWENK:A is enip.ged in the composition of an
opera entitled'' Mataswmtha," based upon one of Felix
Dahn'sworks.
-"FR.A.NZ RtnnucL _played Beethoven's "EmJ>eror"
concerto and Liszt's E flat at a recent Berlin Philharmonic concert.
.-TH export of musical .works from Leipsic to
America during three months of last year is said to
have amounted to f78,000.
-Ox his i-eturiffrom ,. 11uccessful tourn6o thro~h
Ru111ia, the German pianist, Reisenau9r, had the miafor·
tune to break his left a.rm at Titlia.
·

Harper' 11 Jlagazine for April is not onl;: full of inte:re1.1ting and instructive matter in type and illustrations, as
usual, but its tone has a note of lightne88 in it most proper
for a spring time number. The :frontispiece is taken from
Wordsworth's Sonnet, "The Shepherd looking Eastward
softly said." The illustration is a drawing by Alfred
Parsons. The opening article is about Al~ers, and ia
written by F. A. Bridgman, the artist. It us profuMly
illustrated by the writer himself. There are two complete
stories, one" Ananias," a. sketch dialect by Joel Chandler Harris, and " Chi ta," a memory of ~t !Bland, by
Lafcadio Hearn. C. Coquelin's article discuuing Actors
and Authors is profusely illustrated and vastly entertaining. " Japanese Ivory Carving,'' by Wm. Elliott Griffis,
contains a full de8cription of art expre8Hd in i:vory bJ
clever Jap1.nese artists. The city of Columbui, Ohio, is
fu
escribed by De8hler Welch. In F. Analey' 1 article,
"
Humors of a Minor Theatre,'' wilLbe found an
account of the .kind of amusement which the inhabitant&
of the poordMtricts in London enjQY. The second article
on "The Great West" by Chai'les Dudlty Warner, give1
his impressions of Minnesota· and Wilbonsin, in which
the beauties of some of the la.1'~ cities receive due
notice. Capt. Oharles King has quite a lengthy article on··
" Leavenworth School/' in which he endeavors to ahow
tli·e object it has in VIew toward promoting the intereata
of cavalry officers of the army_.. .
.. .
·
IN the
Chair, Gee>. Wm. Curtis points out the
meaning o
. rp trial, so far u the legal. }>!"O~ottJ11r
concerned ; William Dean Howells revie"!• .IOtn~.;~t
boob; Du.diet W~ner, in the Draweri.h• sq
say ~l>Out stupid din~~~ -...ah~1" to·..,lil!·~"'•.e<fnst;,fi
fortunes. In 1.dditic,n to this arti~l.,, ·~
btterestini and. aQtru,inJ .
'n,tlte Drt\wef>~
originalit:t. .i• .showtJ.iP.x•t > . si~! C~ee..1.•·t.·.·
. · .·. •'..•·.'.: .
hart and Barnard e<>n~bute ~·~1'~.~~

.r

. .·. . .
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NERVOUS :MUSIOIANS WHO LAOK SELFOONFIDENOE.
BY HENRY G, HANCHETT.

"I GAVE up· music," said a young lady recently,
"because I never could play for people without be·
coming nervous, and consequently makmg mistakes. I
always practiced well and learned my pieces thoroughly i
but it made no difference how well I knew them, the
result was always the same."
- This young la.tty's trouble seems to be
among amateur musicians, as complaints
to
a.re frequently h~ard. The accompanying
the pieces were thoroughly learned, however, was a
taken one, ·as experience has repeatedly taught us.
Music can be learned and learned. While a person may
know a piece well enough to play it quite creditably when
alone, knowing it well enough to perform it in good style
before an audience is quite another matter, especially if
the player is not sure of comprehension and sympathy
fro~ all who may be present. Anr. sensitively organized
pianist knows how much easier it is to play for some
people than for others. Those.who are in sympathy with
him the player forgets, in common with himself, a.nd be·
comes. absorbed in the music he is rendering, whi.le he
cannot help being painfully conscious of the presence of
unappreciative listeners. Sympathy on the
of the
audience is a powerful stimulus to the player;
it is an inspiration in itself. Some portion
one's
dience, however, is vefy likely to lack sympathy
appreciation ; therefore one's mastery of a piece,
u regards technique and expression, must be
that to make a mistake under any circumstances
i!11possi?le. Some te~ch.ers require~ their pupils to practice a piece from begmnmg to end m the same tone and
wit? a firm, decided touch, bringing out each note clearly,
until the whole piece ean be played correctly, before
allowing them to
any attention to the ~ression.
Other teachers,
contrary, argue that even when
just beginning to
a piece the pupil should remember the expression as well as the technique. According
to our own experience, the former method is far the
better. While some
might be able
cultivate
technique a.D.d
the same time,
very difficult.
piano student
~hen, _again,
are piano. teachers _who req11ire
their pupils to play everythmg Without a mistake. This
seems an extreme course, and one likely to destroy all
expression ; for if the idea that he must not make a mistake or miss a note becomes fixed·in the pupil's mind
the ,.chance!! are that it will take full possessi"On at th~
expense of all other ideas. Many people, too, through
the constant fear of any mistake, would acquire a hesitating touch, and so cause the teacher to fail of his end.
The piano student who employs the method we have
alr!'lady. com~ended-practicing new pieces slowly, in
st:ict ti~~' with fir~, even touch, attacking each note
with decl8lon, even if the fingers do occasionally strike
the wrong keys, until he feels both in his lfrain and in
his fingers that the technical difficulties ofthe piece are
mastered-will soon acquire the correct expression, so
far as his capacity admits, and will not be easily affected
by any disturbing infl.uence when playing for an.audience
of any sort.
Every pianist who is liable to be frequently called
to play for company should have a repertoire, be
ever so small, at his fingers' ends. Let him kee~well
practiced a.t least half a dozen pieces at a time. When
both he and his audiences are thoroughly weary of these,
or, better, before the latter are too weary, let othem be
repra.cti.ced and prepared to do duty-brought into active service as it were. By pursuing this course the most
nervous ~rso~s, as a rule, will be enabled to play with. far
more satisfaction to both themselves and their hearers
than if they 11:tteropt pieces of which they are not per. fectly 1mre-p1eces that ~hey may play very well if circumstances are favorable, but if' otherwioo, very badly.
They. are also enabled to ~la". at l~ast passabl;r well irre·
~pectrv. e of mo~s. Any p1&mst with true musical feeling
is more or less under the control of certain moods, and
c!'nnot always play uniformly. well .• It is possible to
yteld 8? fully to .these moods. that at ti~es one will play
exceedmgly w~l.l,, at other times atroc1ousl'y; .but it is
8'1so poll8ible foPthe man to master the mood-to the extent of playing correctly and well in respect to technique,
and w!th at least a moderate amount of expression.
P~~1ence and perseverance are virtues too rarely found
in tlA amateur pianist. Nine times out of ten when he
tb.in~s h~ ~as mu~red a piece, he is )u~t ready~ prac·
tice it wit. li somethmg of.. t.lie ·.apprectat.ton a.nd colll_pre·
hension necessary to a finished rendition of it. Then
!h.oee.,
., t.roub}eao···....m·· · ·.·.e·'·., so. me*im···es..•u.gly., p~
.. · s to be found
1n.
~Vtr.f ~tee~ Ji.~w he will alway• allow them to be

not put ;vour
made this choice,
to your text.
would be tenfold
difficulties you meet
any other work. Do not go into music if you can
it; that is, don't go into music
music first
into you. Once in it, hold not
will soon
hold nothiQg at all. " He that
end shall
be saved." I have never
becomes
of the other fellows ; some say
go where it is
quite warm.
work all the time. Why not
not stop once in a while and see
done 'f He has spread out an infinite
universe
you, and you do not appear to know
much about
Plainly, study other things besides your
specialty of music. Study at least the Macrocosm and
the Microcosm; that is, Astronomy a.nd Psychology.
More plainly, study what is outside of you, and what is
imide of you. Of course, these will include all the other
great and correlative studies. " Put not all your eggs in
one basket." A pretty good rule i11, "Know everything
of something (i.e., of some one thing), and something
of everything.'' If you cannot stir up your own mind
to some of these fundamental requisites, hire somebody
else to do it for you i for it mmt be done before you can
have any: large or lasting imccess. More next time from
your well wisher,
EuGENE THAYER.

INTERNATIONAL OOPYRIGHT.

sm:ncieJJtt reason
upon him
representations were true.
ditions that determine the
tions in our cities, or of the means
which the favor of
professional criticism is gained or repelled, neither do
I wish to discuss the merits of Mr. Klindworth
pianist. My opinion is that his merits or demerits
comparatively little to do with the case. But I do
tend that the attitude of certain musicians and
organs toward Mr. Klindwo:rth is, to speak mildly, not
flattering to American musical liberality and inteHigence. K'nd I regret, as a musician, to say that, if Mr.
Klindworth ha,d been a
of equal attainment in any
other callin~ he would
been received in a manner
'worthy of his years, his worth and achievements. When
a literary man or a scientist, like Mr. Arnold or Prof.
Tyndall, comes over here to lecture, our literary or scientific men do not combine against him and hoot at him
in the public prints-other lecturers do not try to decry
him for fear that he may cut into their patronage. The
imputation of obstructiveness and small envy which th.e
people of the world are so fond of casting against musicians bas, unforturui.tely, some grains of truth; and. the
unfiattering charge has nowhere of late received more
conspicuous support than in the ~tuitous unfriendline!l!I
of re~resentative American muiucians and journals toward Karl ,filindworth.
EDWARD Dw:ioNsoN.,
Elmira ( N. R'}C.Q/"6g6.
Just u we go to press a communication from Wm. H.
Sherwood on the above subject has been recei~ed.
article will a.p~r in the May issue•.
Kr. Sht\\rwood will hold a 6.ve·•ks' sum~er
,Burlington, Vt., .at ·which he will
recitals, . beginni~g July. 9th and
We will give fuller· details of
Sherwood can be addresaed at <;Jhj~eri•NE, ···lll~lis' ..Nefw

EDITOR OF T:elil ETUDE : In compliance with your request to state our views
about the intem_ational copyrigh.t question, we beg to
submit that we a~ in favor of a simple amendment to
our present cop)'riglit law, by which foreign coml!osen
are to enjoy in the United States the same_protection as
b1 now enjoyed by American composers in Europe.
An American composer is able to protect his work
~gainst being reprinted in Europe as well as in the
United Sta.tea by first publication abroad and by retain·
ing_J!i1 American copyright through 'simple entry. of title
in Wasb.'ngton before
.. such publication,. and by depom.·ting
t.w.o u.m.p.lecop.1i.•wi.tbi.·.n·· i t .n day1aftt
... r the. R
. ubliea.t
.. ion.
As
11oon
u
furejgn
a.uthon will be ptrmitteU to protect
·~.u.·Yp·b. 'l.191 b~o~.·~.·.··.'.1.p.•ttm<l
..,. J~f .m·
&1 lieoould if' h~ ·:w:oul.d
.. a..n·.fully
. ..C<?nq.ue·ri·ng
... . them, their works in the UniteCl States in the same ~l.\nnet, only
t'iu w1a, the reprintipg in, tll~. United States of wor'ks
.. ,. •;-4.n
.. i
n ~ ~m-.ttur :p.lay~,
1l11
.• ~Ml
notes, li~~loWing \he mu>,d by fo~i&rl authors of reputation wi · re1trioted to such
less.
to
~e.haT:e IOu~d '9P1.\1'ting to be an e)ttent N to becom,. p
auHa'tS & Co.
':Jt0i8 ~t~.aJJ;•l~t,
York:.
~~ple,,
W·;4U<\4t1ll1•nkf+1
,
-t-;\_ ,/ +'~,;~c',-\:,,~-,f>_,;,;,;r~';«h

esr·
:i,''.-'•
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STILL AGAIN UP-ON MEMORIZING.
BY W, S. B. MATHEWS.

account of its making the playing intelligible. A dozen
pieces of Ba.ch played weH and memorized,-fugu:es, preludes, gavottes, etc,-will do more to modify the playmg,
by adding Ba.chish qualities to it, than whole book!!
merely played over. It is the same with Schumann ; the
Schumannesque qualities in playing are better secnred
with a small number of pieces learned by heart, and made
a part of the very inner self of the pupil; than whole books
merely played over. At the same time, I do not say that
it is not useful to play any of these authors by note. It is.
But the peculiar educational application of Schumann
and the restcan be facilitated by memorizing the formative pieces.
The
can be

2

memorizing, as
to
improvement of the quality
more
than any other educational means
affords the pupil a large internal
me,
possE~.on of music pieces which react
each
mind, and hasten the time
be~~orm111g not
a true sense--that, namely,
grit.
111. quantity of musical impressions, occasionally
Do
within her a true musical fantasy'.
when
learned, whether me:mc>rii~ect
will follow, however,
the piece can be thought through slowly, it
to
observance
certain conditions: First,
early before it can be thou~ht through rapidly, and yet
and especially where the act of m~orizing is time before it can be thought successfully under
the pupil, the music memorized must be well strain of public performance. But when such a
pupil's state, or else entirely outside of it, as, has been taken
studied afresh, after a year's
I give a raw pupil Raff's "Fileuse" to by, it may be,
come into fine shape, and
memorize. Here is a piece whwh is entirely outside of better shape than if not memorized at first.
the musical experience of an ordinary pupil. The
To require the pieces to be learned by heart is not the
accompaniment is unlike anything she has had ; the piece same thing as to require the very words of a lesson to be
is in sharps, the harmonies are evasive, the basses remembered. What is a. study of Shakespeare worthnnusual, the modulations extreme, and the left hand I parenthesize, when it does not give the very words?
fiJUres wholly different to the ordinary. "'In itself the _Supposing our piano pupils were to be set down in a
pu~ce is ple&Sing, and all these extraordinary incidents of room, with music paper, and asked a few such questions
its career reconcile themselves to each other when once as these: Name the movements and give the p~incipal
a pupil has become accustomed to them. Now the ordi- motives of Beethoven's sonata Pathetique. What is
nary expectation of a raw pupil, of being able to play this its opus number? What are the keys of the different
a few times, and then play it by heart, fails. It is movements? Give the leading motives of the moonlight
by especial effort that she is able to recall eight sonata, and explain the general style of ea.ch movement,
mea.11ures of it correctly. For thiis reason the piece and the proper tempo. What are the especial difficulties
informs you at once of her ability or inability'to memorize, of the finale? What means would you propose for faciland it establishes her confidence in her ability to memo- itating their mastery? What pieces by Schumann do you
rize, if she finally gets it, a.a nine out of ten will. ·
know? Give the subjects in notes of the principal ones
I do not think it worth while to memoriz~ everything of them.
that one studies, but I do think that it is· better to
Would this be any more of an examination than
memorize the larger half of it at leaet. The complaint high school pupil passes? Would the experience of havt.hat too much time is lost, shows that the work has not ing memorized the more important pieces studied be an
been taken hold of rightly. In general, I doubt whether ·advantage in such an examination? Have I asked any& pupil lea.ming b;r he.,art half that she practices, will get thing more than any musician would be ashamed not to
over any less music in a given three mon.ths than one who be able to do off hand?
does not memorize at all, supposing the two to learn their
pieces up to the same standard of execution. I have
1
'' So ME Pupils of Li11zt ' is the 11ubject of a paper
been in the habit of giving a much gr~ater variety of
mo.sic at a time than most teachers do. It is my delib- which will appear in the March Oentury, with portraits
erate conviction that piano teaching suffers from the of Eugene d A~bert, Arthur Friedheim, l!,raulein Aus der
nme ca.use u the graded school system in education, Ohe, and othi!:t distinguished pianists. Of Adele Aus
I ·
fii d"
h
·1
in ·
·
f der Ohe, the writer says she first gave evidedce ofmusiname y, m n~ a or mg t epup1 a su ment variety o ,..,. tolent -hen only three ye"""' "'nd .,. ha.I" old.'·· An'·
11mbject mattel'5of thought. The majority 6f"J>Upils, after ..,,.,1 ..
"'
..A.. ..
...
x<
working an hour or an hour and' a half upon a piece by elder sister was one day strumming Arditi's "Il ba.cio,"
Liszt, for example, will not be able to do anything more- when little Adele came running up and begged to be
wi~ it profitably during the same day. But give them placed at the piano, wher~, to the astonishment of her
1<>metlung of Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, or even an family, she repeated the en~ire w11oltz, giving the correct
euy aa.lon piece, and they will learn also a few pages of base with her left hand. At eight years of age s!ie made
that in the next practice hour. Hence, instead of con- her first public appearance, and at ten she WM !giving
fining the pupil to a single piece at a. lesson, I r111.rely give concerts with orchestra at Berlin and Hanover. Slie was
1esa t.han t.htee, and thoce as different as poBSible. If with Liszt for seven years. Here, at lea.st, is one instance
the hea'Y1 Jtudy is upon Liszt, I always have something of an '' infant prodigy '' who was not-injured by an early
of Bach, Chopin or Schum&nJl to go along with it. The appearance.
con~ rests the p11pil, and .the change in style of playing li,bera up the teclmic remarkably.
,
Tm: official report of the Music Teachers' National
Kemorizing ia parti~a.rly useful when it is applied to Association for. 188'7 is printed and sent to members.
thoae parta ()f the Pr&et.ice auigned for formative pur- Non.members can procure them from the secretary, or
poaea.·, &ch, for ialt!ance, ia generally assigned~\\on th~ough any music dealer.
. ·
co111d.11ce~s

2

3

sct·umana:.s
repeated three
no (a Tempo) between.
sage?
1. It is impossible to answer this without seeing the
passage, but most likely the word rital!d is repeated to
show that the ritard is to begin at the place where it first
occurs and is 1~ntinue until after the la.st place where
it is given, then there ought to be an "a tempo."
2.
Litolff Edition of Chopin's Nocturnes Ped. will
frequently occur several times in a measure, with no sign
between to l~t it up. It should,· of course, be released
before each Ped. sign, should it not?.
"
2. The pedal must be ~ha.n~d«witli ~.c.h cha.uge <\f,the'' ·
harmony, in such a manner that everv chord will

In

~.,

smoothly connect with the next following, without ever
running into it.
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moved ro·Boston before I progressed very far. Would you Waltz, Raff'; La Fileuse, Raff', edition by Mason; Rigo0 nd~e¥'"techn1°con
advis.e· meto~tmyfingercu•,
.
. .
~ ...
•"'
..°nd U"e·
"' letto, Liszt, Scharfenburg editimt-t-Minuet,.
Boc~herini,
it carefully? rof. Lauder told me had lots of talent, and
~
·
···
I would develop into a brilliant Liszt and Chopin player. arranged by J oseff'y; "Hark, ~tk the I...ark," Schubert11
BY w. s. B. MATHEWS.
He advised me to let Beethovian entirely alone. I get Liszt; Grieg, On th~ Mountaihs~ in· Aus der Volkslevery much fatigned playing one piece through. I have oon," Op. · 19, Peters, No. 1270. If you try these
now placed my case before you and, hoping you and
d t"
I
ld l"k
·h
fi
·
STUDYING ABROAD.
your co-editor will place rue on the right track to artistic recommen awns, won . t e_to ear rom you agam
THE following letter having been addressed to me in piano playin·g, l will close.
after you have had a month or two at them.
my private capacity, I have bethought myself warranted
I have one pupil that has completed Cramer Studies
.NOISE PRODUCED BY FlNGERS.
(Von Bulow edition); what next would you put him in?
in answering it here, because the quest.ion is one that Name some concert pieces and concertos I can use in
Your letters to teachers a.re so helpful in every way,
many teachers have occasion to consider:his case; his technic is 100 per cent. better than mine and yo~ so kindly point out the right way of doing things,
h
h
·
(I am using Cramer myself., too).
E. A.
that I am emboldened to ask your assistance in a matter
I
d ·h ·
rea. wit mterest eac mont your mstructive let·
which troubles me gre~tly..
ters to teachers, and I take the liberty again oftrespa.ss·
.A:Ns.-You omit to state your age, which is an imporI have among my p-gpils a, boy of seventeen.' He has
ing upon your' kindness in writing to ask your advice on a tant element in the case. I ,do not personally advise the a large, well-formed headt and I have taught him for a
matter whicji just now vitally~ncems me. Of course cutting of the tendons referred to, and already tried by year. He commen.ced at the very beginning a year ago,
you willb use yourl l own
judgment
you several. An eminent surgeon of my acquaintance, who so I am to bl a.me ;.-ior;all L"
tt
h ld all toh' whether
k h
ills f:au l ts. H e h as but one, an d
answer Y persona. e er or, s on you t m t e matter
that puzzles me how to overcome it. It is strange to me
of sufficient interest as a.pphed to other teachers, in your has had perhaps as large an anatomical experience as how it has ever developed, for all my pupils have a beaucapacity as editor of Tmil ETUDE.
.any man in this C0°Untry of his years, tells me tha~ he tiful touch. He "knocks" the keys. What am I to
Is· it fadvantageous
· h h"im ? I .tang ht h'1m at fi rst, as I a1ways d o, Just
·
ll
d hi for a teacher (piano-forte teacher), d oubts whether good would follow. It would depend, he d o wit
·~ealling, say for ten years, with some
h'LS fi ngers, k nuc kl es s1·ightly d epressed, at
dh a.vmg of owe
d b .
h"
f says, upon the individual .hand. It might be that the h ow to I"fl
I t
egree o success, an
emg at present t irty years o
lea.st not prominent, to play on the tips of the fingers,
8:ge, t? underta~e a trip to Ger!Ilany, there to spE}nd some hand would be ma.de more flexible in 'respect to the con- .and to play chords with a loose wrist. All these things
time m study, m order to gam greater experience and trol of the fourth finger; but it might also happen that we have gone over as carefully and with as much pains
more knowledge in his profession?
· h a ll my .pup1·1 s, an d h e is a b rig h t
the hand w.ould be weakened. It is evident, from your as I h ave done wit
· 11 Y t b"IS is
· t h e · case m
· wrist
· c h ord s,
. Thte a be ove question, though
If. I given in
b the abstract, has own account of the case, that your technical practice has one. y et (especia
but also in fir1ger strokes without the wrist) you can hear
d irec re1erence to myse · t may e a ma.tier of sur;
prise t~a.t I should ask such a question, but I feel sure not done for you what it should. The technicon would be his fingers " knock '' the keys almost every note. If
that it will (if you think fit to answer it at all) elicit some an excellent thing for you, but be careful not to overdo you are sitting near, it is of course more noticeable, but
valuable advice.
the weak fingers.
a.cross the room the wrist touch produces a sound.
time
pa.st felt that
· an d
·1·I h ave
tl for some
t
d
· a. year or twod
All sorts of exercises calculated to render the fourth I h ave puzz led myse lf to fi 11 d a way to correct it,
at la.st, m sheer despair, come to you. Perhaps other
d i 1gen y spen un er competent mstruction woul
qualify me to hold a much better position as teacher, finger independent of the third (I use German fingering) teachers may have similar cases, and an answer in THE
and it has ever been my desire to be "first rate'' so far will be of service. The slow trill, the Mason two·finger ETUDE may do more than one teacher a great deal of
as I could be. In my profession I say·~ Germany,"
d
·
as the instruction there is, no doubt, from all that I can exercise, etc. But the main point is to hold the hand in goo ·
such a way as to get the utmost possible benefit from the
I think
is no journal so helpful to musicians as
THE ETUD!il.
shall never be without it.
l earn, t o b e h a d muc h more rtta.sona bl y, fi na.ncially
speaking, which in my case is It consideration. Of practice. To this. end carry the wrist low, the fingers
yours respectfully,
course there are other sides to the question; for instance, nearly straigl}t, and be careful to raise the finger as far
E. W.
the question of expediency, the prudence of giving up a
position for a time in the hope of securing a better one as possible before striking, while the other finger is
I would sil.y that, in all probability, the boy has a rather
later on. I thought that you,, out of your own experi"' holding the key. The particular point is to individualize hard hand, perhaps a little less flesh upon the fingers
ence, might have somethini to offer that might a.id me the two fingers to the utmost possible, and the muscles than m:iu~]. Especiallyao I infer this from the circum·
in my decision. Such advice as you may see fit to give by which you are to do this are the extensors, and not shl.nce of the ''knocking" being more audible when
me will be gratefully received
by very truly,
Yours,
the flexors. You will find that fifteen minutes a day well chords a.re played. The chances are that if yop will
S. F.
put in upon the technicon, with the wrist exercises on have him play pieces of the nocturne kind, ~i',lelody
In reply, I would say that it all depends upon what you the right-hand lever, and the exercise of raising the same alone in the right hand and chords or br,okep/chords in
propose to go a.broad for. Dr. Ma.~n once told me that weight upon the back of the fingers, and the finger exer- the ~. it will soften the touch, provided you are care·
the principal use of going abroad was to find out that it cises upon the right-band lever, together with a little ful to have him play with the fingers nearly straight,
was not necessary. At another time he said that when- practice in separating the fingers upon the triangle in the striking upon the fleshy cushions of the fingers. A
ever a pupil of his got the big-head, he urged him to go middle of the technicon, will do you more good than thorough course of Mason's Two-Finger Exercises,
abroad. I have seen too many persons who have been three times the amount of practice upon the keyboard- administered with the same generalposition of the hand,
abroad uselessly, not to feel a degree of embarrassment that is, provided your hand behaves as my experience· would probably soften the touch. The noise complained
in speaking upon the question. In general, however, leads me to expec~. Then for musical practice I would of must necessarily come from one of the two ca.uses, or
I think that in so far as regard!fcompetent instruction, recommend a good deal of two-part playing from Bach, both: Either from hardness in the finger tips, or stiff·
it is not necessary to leave the United States.
almost such as the inventions, etc., a pretty ga~otte, etc. Jf you ness of the wrists and joints of the hands. It is quite
every large city there are teachers able to give any kind have talent or ambition for Liszt, try his "Rigoletto." possible that the young gentleman, being a boy (a mis·
or form of musical knowledge. NQr do you always find The chances a.re that you will not be able to do it, but fortune for which he is not to blame), may strike the keys
the much celebrated "musical atmosphere," unless you it will do you good, nevertheless, and you may be able with greater force and rapidity than the other pupils;
happen to go to a small town where the school is all there to learn it. It is one of the best finger exercises I know in this case, also, sam~ prescription as above.
is; in that case you get your musical instruction in a. sort of. Raff's" Fileuse," if you do not know it,:wm do you
A SECRET SYSTEM.
of provincial littleness. On the other hand, if one were good. Cramer I doubt the benefit of ,in your case.
Tomaschek was, I believe, a Pole. A lady in Brooklyn
to go a.broad for a year, and to )>ass from one point to Many years ago I formed the notion that C~amer's studies who plays very beautifully, claims that she took lessons
another, studying a little here and a little there, and, lie one side the route to modern piano
of athis
pupil
of his
while
abroad, and
that there
is no herone
· playing; this in
country
who
understands
his method
besides
above all, get admission to a.s many classes of advanced opinion, I find, is also that of Von Balo~. 'The Cramer self. She refuses to divulge the secx:et, and I know
pupils a.11 possible, one might pick up a great deal, and studies are excellent for assisting the hands to a quiet there is one, for she will make the piano sound almost
come home more competent. In gen~ra.l, it is not expe- position, but not for rendering the finger~ flexible. like an orchestra. Now, I have faith enough in Tm:
dient to e·
"1ve up a good place at the a•e
of thirty to go "Moreover, the left hand· has very little to .do in them. else
ETUD.lil
think perhaps
be able
to show
some was
one
e
in toAmerica
who is itaswillwise
as she
is. What
away to study. It would be ootter to take a long vaca· Schumann will do you good7 especially if you area.hie to there about his method and touch which differed from
tion-four months, for instance-and go oftener, remember his music easily. In that case you have a others?
·
Mas. G. W. K.
especially when one lives· on the seaboard and can take talent for it, and it is a particular merit of Schumann as
Tomaschek was a Bohemian, and a worthy and indusan Atlantic steamer at his front door, as it were. In subject matter of practice, that it conduces to abandon trious teacher of the piano and a composer, in Prague.
that case a European vacation is a.s cheap as any.and feeling in the .playing, while his motive work is so There he was succeeded by his most distinguished pupil,
(2). Is your ~mall but useful"'Work on musical form, fresh that it conduces to" clearness of pa.rt playing. It Alexander Dreyschock, who gave Toma.schek's scale
p.!J.b!lhed drev1ous to your lar~one, on "How to also has the merit of taking your hands into all so. rts of forms to Nathan Richardson, who, in turn, transferred
Understa.n
Music,"
stillforinitprint?
A friend
mine,
··
·
wishing
it., has
sought
at Ditson's,
but of
with
no position~
and. comb"mations,_
wh ere th ey h ave -never ooen them to his Modern School. There is nothing whatever
success.
·
s. F. before; m this, also, there 18 great benefit. It helps to in the claim you mention of the lady in Brooklyn. She
(2). I do not know.
render the hands subservient to the will. I wish that may have oeen a pupil of a pupil of Tomaschek; and
RAPID PROGRESS-HOW TO JPROCURE IT.
you had given me a better idea of your inlij!r inusi~ this pupil,may have given her certai.n good suggestjons in
state, your age and your temperament. I want parf.icn· regard to the modification of tone by mean'\ ()f the touch.~
I Write to you this evening for advice about my piano larly to .know what kind of music you can easij.y play Tomaschek and Dre1schock both had rather · poor
work.
· au
-' m
· d"1cat1on
· .toth e naturaI or touch.·es.. T~ pro·b.abihty
· ..il!I··· t hat t h e. Ia dy m.
· ·.q. . ueSti···.··.().·.n•. -·.·.i.a.·
k player,
"d and I want{our
h candid
k
wi th
· out ·notes. Th"is is
· · I amh a. very poor
oprn1on on ow to ma e rapt progress.
ave ta en .
·
·
. · .,
·
.
leuo~ for ~.en years and not one of my teachers has acquired state, not to be omi.tted in similar cas.es in hers,elf too ignorant o( the world of'. pi1t,no· p~..~°.J ~ be,
tra.. 1.·.·.n···e·d·······m·e·.
. can
... '.t lift ·m.y.fingera. big_h., and future. The· following•pieces are by no means equal
that,t there are. no. secrets in it. •
the .fourth• fitlger (nsinf .the Germ11tn fingering) I can't di$cnlty, but any of them is within reach of an ambitions m
. ay be.· unusu. ally fi.11e, 1¥1.d her<~·.·· may... b.••~...
'J'lt
. · . ··•.i-,
...•..
tai~~()lle
bit.
·gl:l~
need
an
operation
performed
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d
od
l
d
d
·1
h
·
·
·
t1
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f
h
· mo~tl.
n:el y a 11th
• •
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·
'.fl'Pi4ll it.is ':'n. Jllnmble,a and very an m erate y a. vance . pnp1 , ~· o is n~t ':' ra.1 Q.
owever, 18
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it worth while to stay ·1ouger with so mechanical a
teacher. It was a favorite no~ion of Dreyschock that
anybody who woul~ ~t"¥tice enough might" become a
good player ; the only aevere shock his theory ever had
was from Na.than Richardson,· who studied five years
with him, and continued a very bad player until the end.
Richardson's Modern School was, substantially, a tran·
script of the lessons he had of Dreyschock. The publi·
cation of that book was an epoch in the history "of pianoteaching in this country ~ is n~W,,~ old fash.icmed, so
I· hbe answered this
much has technic advanced.
question, as frankly as if it had been asked me privatelyno doubt a risky thing to do. I would have the questioner remember that, as a Ptile; those who pretend to
have hit upon some wonderful secre~/1n an art so common
as piano playing, a.re generally fr~uds, either intentionally or unconsciously .. Those who l:now most pretend
the least.
STUDIES IN PHRASING.
I have just been giving a lesson from your edition of
" Mathew's Phrasing," UtJing No. 8, and I desire to call
your attention to the fingering in the 3d Period, the 4th,
5th, 6th and 7th measures. In the 5th measure the
fingering for the right hand is evidently a inistake, being
~ f for thtl passage in the 6th, while the third is required
to hold the dotted quarter-note E. This should be
changed to' ~ 1, and other similar passages the same.
As to the tenerto letter being held by the 3d fin~er, I
much prefer the 2d, and it is so fingered in an editxon of
Heller s Etudes I have, complete. The sol.J passage
of.three letters for the right hand immediately following,
B, A#, B, is fingered 1-:H, insteadof3-2-l, and I think is
much preferable.
Believing you wish your edition as satisfactory and
correct as possible, I have taken this liberty to suggest
the correction and change.
......::.
In addition to what I said in my recent letter on the
Acciaccatura, I find the average definition quite at vari·
a.nee with the fact, and not covering the case at all.
Webster says it is ''a grace note, one semitone below
the note to which it is prefixed." Now, if all short
appoggiatura.s made with the dash through the stem
a.re properly styled Acciaccaturas, then I find as many
from above as below, and at all possible intervals, the
second, possibly, having the majority. So I think a clear
revision is called for on the whole subject.
Please do not set me down as a chronic grumbler, but
these things vex me, and I believe theyJhould be corrected.
J. W. R.
In reply, I would say thatthe fingering in thej>ublished
edition is that of the Peter's edition of Heller's Studies,
and it appeared satisfactory to me at the time when I
made this book of Studies in Phrasing. I do not find
the i ~ spoken of, in my copy. The remainder of the
fingering is intentional as it stands, an.Q, in my opinion,
is better than that proposed by the correspondent. The
same is true of the correction suggested later, concern·
ing the last three notes of the third line. As it stands,
it is already the fingering desired by our "correspondent·,
but it is likely that in writing he said the opposite of
what he meant. The 8d finger was put on the B in
order to necessitate a movement of the hand from the
position formerly occupied, thereby defining the phrasing more clearly. In much of the advanced music of
the pr~sent time this principle prevails, as will be seen
by reasoning out the finger marks of pieces by Liszt or
any of his pupils. In the period of classical piano-play·
ing the hand was moved as little as possible.
The best advice I can give in regard to.the "Acci·
acciatura.." is to call it a grace note, a.nd let it co~e from
a.hove or below, as the weird fancy of a composer may
happen to want it. As far as Noah Webster is con·
cerned, he is a. sort of "great aunt," who "doesn't
count" in musical terminology.
·-" ·
SOMETHING TO DEVELOP-'f'.ASTE.
" I have a little piano pupil 'Who has ta.ken nearly two
qua.rters of lessons. During the first quarter she was
J;i.indered in her practice somewhat by sickness in the
.liouse ; in the second she practiced well. She has never
had anything outside of Richardson's Mddern School,
except a few eaa1 pieces. I would like now to get her
some studi_es to improve and develoJ> her musical taste,
and also to improve her reading, which at present is not
so good as I would like. Please name something sHit·
able._
·
M. I. B •. '
As ·
1 ct tO · t' th
e of the u ·1 0 1..
. P pi r ..,er
. ·.· .· you neg e · • m.en ion e ag
p~nt ability,I ca.11 only nam~ by gueM i . subject to this
limj.tati~~· .• ~. :woulsl';auggest Behrens' New School in
VeJ~t1, .• ~/the ~er studiel in my Studies inkiEhru-
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ing. The first ones are easy, and if each one is learned
thoroughly before going to the next, a pupil with moderate enthusiasm will be able to master them. After
these,- or in connection with them, I place Loeschhorn's
Studies, Opus 66. The latter are so easy that even when
a. pupil is not at all advanced, she can learn them by
taking less at a lesson. A half·study in advance and
the remainder next time, the first half, meanwhile, being
reviewed and improved, will work first. rate. Loesch·
horn's Opus 65 is still easier, ai1d my friend Mr. Cady
tells qie that there are some easy studies by Gurlitt.
These I have never used.

We have just issued a catalogue of American Music
prepared by Willard Burr, Jr. The grade, compass, key
and price is given .with every piece. As· the work on
this catalogue, has b4n very great, a fee of ten cents will
be charged per copy.

HISTORIOAL PIANO-FORTE REOITALS.

Our pocket metronome is something that teachers have
all practical purposes. Does
long desired. It ans
not get· out of order.
be conveniently carried in
pocket, and cost is but a trifle. It will be sent as gift for
two subscribers. It consists of a tape line, on which is
stamped the metronome marks. This tape line is drawn
from small case, with spring, to any given mark, and
swung from the hand, the case acting as the pendulum.
For size, etc., see advertisement elsewhere in this issue.

THE delightful series of piano-forte recitals of Mr. C.
H. Jarvis, with explanatory remarks by Dr. H. A. Clarke,
began on Wednesday, February 2:2d-, at the Academy of
Fme Arts. The programme on that day and those of the
succeeding Wednesdays have been of exceeding interest
to the attentive student of music. As the composers
represented in the historical' part of the programme approach the romantic period, an ever-increasing beauty is
discovered in their works. Music, they have found, is
not to be constructed on the plan of a set of {"Illes which
must be followed out with well-nigh mathematical accuracy; rather is it a glorious weapon of the intellect, which
may be wielded to express man's sublimest ideas.
At the first matinee, Dr. Clarke gave a rapid sketch
of the ground passed over last year. Following the
classification of Prosnitz, the recent German critic, hearranged all the composers in two epochs, the first including
the composers between 1600 and 1750, and the second
those between 1750 and 1830, which forms the ClassicRomantic period. The representative men of this period
are: Philip Emanuei>Bach, the invento.r of the modern
sonata; Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven - the Shakespeare of music, if, indeed, he is not something more.
The principal names on the historic part of the programme were Domenico Scarlatti, who, with Frescobaldi,
heads the Italian school, and John Sebastian Bach
and Handel, with whom the old German school may be
said to end. The second part of the programme contained a sonata of Weber's, and a number of short compositions ·by Robert Schumann and his disciples,
Kirchner, Bargiel, and Jensen, who deserves a high
place amon~ Schumann's followers, many of his short
pieces rivaling those of the great master in grace and
beauty.
At the second matinee, the Italian, English and German schools occupied the first part of the programme.
Dr. Thomas Arne was the only representative of the
English School, which, although occupying a comparatively modest part in the history of music, is nevertheless
a part that we could ill spare. fo the second part were
given a sonata of Chopin's, Op.'58, a very brilliant work,
but somewhat lacking in those qualities which go to the
making of a great composition; This was followed by a
barcarole of Thal berg's, which charming and- thoroughly
suggestive composition was rendered with exquisite skill
by Mr. Jarvis. Two numbers by Liszt, and "L'elise
d' Amore'' by Thal berg, closed a most interesting and
finely-rendered programme.
At the third concert, la.st Wednesday afternoon, the
Italian school boasted only one name, that of Sarti. Dr.
Clarke opened his remarks by saying that as we approach
the present century the writers of instrumental music in
!ta!Y rapidly diminish, while those of Germany in-crea.Se in numbey-s, the Bach family forming a nucleus
around whie'h may be grouped a number of gifted com.
~sers, who led qp to the transcendental geniuses of
Haydn and Mozart. Among this interesting group of
composers on th. e p.rog~mme last Wednesday were Rolle.
and Benda, whose son
are in many respects worthy
of Mozart. "Suites F ncaiees," by J. S. Bach, closed
the first part. The sec nd part opened with a sonata,
Op. 109, by Beethoven, one of his later compositions,
a.nd sounding more like an exceedingly erratic fantasie
than a sonata ; in fact, one would hardly recognize it for
Beethoven were' it not for an occasional burst of the
divine fire. This was followed by Schubert's fine fan·
tasie in C major, two of his Impromtus; and Weber's
Polacca Brilliant, .transcribed b1 Henaelt, one of the
finest examples of transcription m the history of pianoforte music, in· which Henselt, without taking any liberties with tlie original, has succeeded in adding much to
the beauty and brilliancy of Weber's composition.
A.

PUBLISHERS' NOTES.
. .
.
WE have quite a lot of shop-worn music rolls and folios,
which ra.nfe all the waL from 40 cents to $1.26, the original price eing mere t an doubl.e.
.
We have just added to our list of educational pamphlets
one other, entitled ''Elementary Piano Instructor,"' by
Al~s Hennes. This appeared as a serial some time since
in TH ETUDE. The price is 16 cents. It can be read
w,:ith ~newed interest m its present convenient form.

The sixth edition of Vol. I of How to Understand Music
has just been issued. In this edition the dictionary of music
and musicians has ht!en omitted and the price reduced
from $2.00 to $1.50. This is, without doubt, the most
popular work on music published. If you do not pos·
sess it, do s.o at once. As an· inducement, we will offer
both the new and the old volume for only $2.00, post paid.
This offer is not valid after the set!on<;l volume is on the
market. Let the order come on I

We re'ceive letters daily from music teachers, asking
what discount we allow teachers of music on THE ETUDE.
We will state, as we have often done in these columns,
that we allow no discount on single subscriptions. We
'offer every inducement to teachers aIJd friends who will
assist in extending the usefulness of THE ETUDE. On two
subscribers there is a discount of 15 cents allowed on
each subscriber; on five subscribers, 25 cents deduction each. On fifteeen subscribers $1.07 each, and on
twenty-five subscribers, $1.00 each. Besides these, we have
a large premium list, which will be sent on application.
As the musical season is waning, do not lose your interest in THE ETUDE, but if you have a pupil that needs good,
nutritious musical food, recommend THE ETUDE, or if a
friend you have who would be benefited by reading it,
send us the name, and we will supply a sample copy, it
required, by an old subscriber.
··
Dr. Ritter's Practical Harmony has been delayed on
account of important alterations in plate. It is expected
from the binder at this writing, and will be in the hands
of those who have ordered in &.dvance ere this issue is
sent forth.
This work is one of more than usual importance. The
whole· system of harmony is gone over in a practical
manner at the piano. There can be no better training
in music t¥ just the kind that this book offers. As a
guide to coMposition it is excellent. To play this book
through will benefit every teacher however versed in
musical theory. It is the only royal road to rapid sight
reading. It teaches one to think music and play under·
standingly. For a person to play chor~nd not know
anything about them is about the same as using words
and not knowing the meaning of them. There seems to
be a demand for such a book, as hundreds have ordered
the copies in advance.
The second volume of How to Understand Music, by W.
S. B. Mathews, is being pushed forward toward comple·
tion, and will be on the market before many months. IM
this work the author has surpassed any of his previous
writings. The work is abreast of the times, and will
form one of the finest volumes of musical literature in
extant. The chapter on the use of Piano Studies, which
:we begin in this issue, shows the practical bearing of the
work. The chapter containing outline of Courses of
Stu'dy, by eminent artists, should be read by every person
who makes a living by the tea.chin~ of music.
We will print one thousand copies of this great work
in the first edition, which we hope will be used to satisfy
the demand, which is increasing daily._ It will be fully
as large as the first volume without the dictionary, and
be of the same form and style. We offer this new work
to our subscribers, post paid, for$1.00, if ordered before
it is received from binder. For fuller information see
account elsewhere in this issue.
The numerous commendations of Howard's Harmony
from various sources are an ample guarantee of its popu·
larity and success. It is having a very large, sale.
Many students in harmony seem satisfied with doing
just exercises enough to "get through." Teachers have
found that in using Howard's Harmony, the book so
seconded the efforts of ·the instructor that pupils have
often done more than was required, such was their interest in the course of the study.
. '
One re~ wh;r the study of Harmony is so often
dry and uninterestmg is because the work runs in ruts,
and thus becomes monotonous and tedious. With the use
of Howard's Harmony this cannot ~ell occur•. The
exercises afford such a variety, while being none theless
thorough, that the interest of the 1>.upil is sustained· and
even grows steadily to the end. There has .been D() better testimony to the interesting chaFacter of th~.: b<?Pk
than the spontaneous expressions of pupils in. it& favor.,
especially when it has been substituted f~I:'. 11.~.oth,1'.~k~
The common remark -is: "The exp!~e~t1ons0are 8(). co~~
plete and so clear we cannot help underatanding.1'·'\': •.

THE RAINBOW REFERENCE CARD. W. A. Po.ND
& Co., New York, N, Y.
This card represents 111. cut of the clavier from C to B,
whereon, by means of the seven colors of the :rainbow
and letters a.nd figures, the fingering of the scale can be
seen. The fingering is founded on the rule "the 4th
finger always on the same digital," viz., only the position of the 4th finger is indicated, presupposing that the
pupil is familiar with tlae scales, and accustomctd to pass
the Sd finger on all other occasions. The arrangement is too imperfect to be of general service, as it giTes
only one fingering for the minor scales, while a great
many teachern use a different fingering for some harmomc minor scales, to avoid passin~ the 4th finger over
an augmented second. Others, agam, use the lst finger
strictly on E and F and B and C, thus controlling the
fingenn~ by the bt instead of the 4th finger. A.tier the
many simple ways that have been published in Ts·E
ETUDJ: by different teachers, theTe is hardly any necee·
sit;r for such a complicated method.
The directions for lea.ming bow to form the
given on the b11.ck of the card, are impractical, as
terms major, minor and augmented seconds are incomprehensible for pupils of such a low gmde, and con·
sequently conflicting with the numben of ,the intervals
of the scale.
They complicate the matter without
necessity. As the scales mlist be learned as early as
possible, they musL be placed before the pupil in the
plainest way possible, usmg only term!'! of everyday life,
that
be understood without much explanation.
Their
directed to the teachers is altogether vut of
place, as
is rather insulting to give the teachers an
expl11.nati.on of what a major or minor secomd is and h@w
it can be found on the clavier. ~- _CJJikE. C1u. KER.
''LAUD.A.MUS.''
I

are, for th«1 most part, :reall;r, select. The:re
to me unsuitable.for any
of
may be good poetry,
conserLtrno.e11tt, and yet be wholly unsimgcollecti.on of hymns is, in
to any other I have examined.
me aay that the method proposed
to
the tunes so that they
sung m
than two. It is much
twG'parls, and better
certainly, to
to
three than attempt to make a hymnal of four·
part songs in which the first sopmno,orprincipal melody,
is enti.~ly out of the register of the maj.ority o_f voices.
Dr.· R1tter'l'I tunes are well placed for ladies' voices.
This is also a collection of fine tunes. There a.re not
unworthy ones. Some few, such as Betb.&ny (No.
Maitland (No. 231), ha;we become rather common.having had very little merit to •begin with, but
are exceptional.
are the good features of the '·book : 1. It is a
collection of hymns; 2. The method of mm1ical
arrangement is fine ; S. The parts are we~l placed for
the voice ; 4. It is a. hi~h gmde of tunes.
,
But the. book is not vnthout its defects. Many of these
old tunes have, in their original. forms, bea.utifiil and
inspiring harmonieg of which they are in this volume
almost entirely bereft. . DoubtleM, many harmonic
changes were reqµired by Dr. Ritter's method of arrangement, bnt it is to be regN1tted. that such radical changes
should be necessary. In some instances these changes
cause noble old tunes to a.ppea.r exceedingly commonplace and weak.. See "Eventide" (No. 42), "Uxbridge" (No. 46), "Ward" (No. 66), and others. But
the most serious defect is one which' i11 to be found, to
some extlb.t, in all "hymnals 11....:.a ~adaptation of
music to words. To ru~ke a. suitable and effective ada.p·
tation of music to worda; one . in.which the .sentiment of
the two readily and naturally blend and unite to" the
"same end, is tlie,bigheat task of the'a.mmpr. But while
it ia the most im..·ortant, it i111 yet the mo111~ difficult task.
Now~nd·.then
k i111w_el\1one, .and the rest\lt is a
'!<>DC of ,gre11.t
•. and uaefttln~sa.. While,. therefore,

5 .......~
zc~ B

·~7~ar~a:~i~

; ~~~~~~if~lt~~1N~. i;}~
-.c411ent o•'·~be · ~nt ·.a)lla~le of ~
0

840.
841.
842.
843.
844.
845.
846. Pacher
847. Spring Blc1Moms,
Mliller, 20 cts.
848. Spring Bloesoms, Rondoletta, from Op. 112, W.
A. Mliller, 20 cts.
849. Christmas Song, Op. 36, No. 2, N. W. Gade,
15 cte.
850. Improvisation, S. J adassohn.,
80 cts.
851.
862.
85 cts.
858. Humorosque, Op. 18, No. 2, A. Foote, 85 cts.
854. Reverie Nocturne, Strelezki, 40 cts.
855. An.dantin.o Grazioso, L. Meyer, 80 cts.
856. Pea.cefulneM, E. Moelling, SO cts.
857. Kullak Octave Studiest Book II, $2.00.
858. Joyfulness, Theo. Moellin.g, 80 cts.
859. Fuchsia (The), Ed. Reyloff, 35 cts.
'860. Babbling Brook, Op. 28, No ..?1 W. G. Smith,
30 cts.
861. Gigne, Op. 1, T. Tapper, Jr., 85 cts.
862. Little Hungarian Melody, F. Behr, 16 cts.
868. The Retreat, F. Behr, 20 cts.
864 •.Litt.le. Trompeter, Theo. Moening, 30 cts.
865.· Polonaise, Op. 112, No. 4, W. A. Muller, 40,ctti.
866. 'Neath Summer Skie11, C. P. Hoffman, 40 cts.
867. Spring Fancies, Gavotte· and Musette, M. E.
Biglow, 40 eta.
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S~int Sa~ns,

last is.rue.]

(a)

CLASSIOAL.

Loeschhorn : hntasie, Caprice, Op. 77.
Haberbier: Norwegian Peasant Dance (Christiani).
Moskowski: Op. 88, No. 4, Melodie Italienne; Expansion, Op. 86, No. 8.
Kwast: Impromptu, Op. 7; Romance.
Littzt : Rhapsod1e Ho11gi:. No. XU ;* Rhapsodie No.
VI;* Rhapsodie No.VIII;* Fantasie; Ungar· Volksmelodien (with orchestra):* Grandes Etudes de Paganini, No. 1, II and nr, Valse di Bravoura, Op. 6;
Hollenwalzer (Meyerbeer).
Raff: Tanz·salon, No. 2, Quadrille, No. 3, Walzer, No .
4, Gal op, No. 7, U ngrischer, * 9 Spanish ; Rhapsodie,
Op. 113,* Dans la Nacelle, Op. 93; Deux "Romances,
Op. 152, No. 2; Marsche Brilliante, Op. 132.
Rheinberger: Rondoletto, Op. 53, Ta.rantella.
Reinecke: Indisches Maehrchen, * Ballade, Op. 20 ;*
Fughuette. *
{ Nocturno, Op. 75, No. 8,} 1
h d
. t .
Ru bins
em : Etude, Op. 23, No. 2.
arge an s.
Le Bal, le Ga.lop ; Le Bal, Polonaise ;* Leshinka,
Cancase, Kamenoi-Ostrow. *
Scharwenka: Romantic Epi1!10des, Polish Dances, Op. 9,
II Book {not the hackneyed ones).
Schumann, Robert; Concert, Op. 64, A minor; Gipsy
life (BriBBler).*
Schumann, Gustave: Tarantelle, * Allegro agitato, Op.
17 ; Allegretto scherzando, Or.. 21.
Saint-Sae·ns: Dance Macabere (Ritter or Liszt),* Mazurka, Menuet and Valse, Op. 56 ;* En forme de Valse,
.
Op. 52, No. 6.*
Ritter: Chant du Braconnier.
Tschaikowski : Nocturne, Op. 10, No. 1 ; Humoreske,
Op. 10, No. 2; Ruins d'un Chateau, Op. 2, No. 1;
Scherzo No. 2; Revier du soir, Op. 19, Nos. 1 and 5
(Capriccio); Valse Caprice (in~D), Op. 4.*
Streletzki: Valse Arabeske (Waldteufel). *
Gruenfeld: Persischer March (Strauss).*
Wollenhaupt: Andante Ilegiaque, Op. 85 ;* Capriccio,
Op. 28 (showy).
Lohengrin-Fantasie, *
}
w; ' . Tannhaeuser-Fantasie,
agner. { Sextett from Tannhauser,* Raff.
Op. 62, No. 2.
Ta.nnhaeuser-March. }
(Spindler): { Spinnin~ Song,
Liszt.
Lohengrm
-Meistersinger (Bendel).

Fragments: No. 3,J,. Andante; No.
5, Andantmo; No. 6, Presto; No. 11 vuverture; No.
4, Gavotte. Toccata and FuKue (Tausig).* Fantasie
and Fugue (G minor), Liszt,* Den Fantasies (B minor),
• Rienecke.
Em. Bach : Solfeggio.
Beethoven : Sona.te Pathetique, Op. 13 ; Andante t'l.nd
Variations, Op. 22 ; Moonlight Sonata, Op. 27 ; Waid- stein Sonate, Sonate Appassionata, Op. 37; Op. 3 ! ,
No. 1, in G; Concerto in C minor, No. 3; Concerto
in C; No. 1, Sonate, Op. 26, as dur; Romance the first,
Op. 33 (arranged for piano by Pa.uer).
Clementi: 0.f. 36, No. 3, Sonate in C dur (octaves) Op.
40, No. 2, Op. 2, No. 1, Op. 20 Es dur.
Haydn: No. 4, D dur Sona.te,* No. 11, G dur, No. 16,
as dur, No. 3, f. dur, Andante Convariazoni. *
Hummel: La Bella Capricctosa.
Haendel: Harmonious Blacksmith (Buelow).
Heller: Im Waide, Op. 86, three books; W anderstunden, Op. 80, I and II B; Promenades d'un Solitaire,
II Books, Op. 78.
Mendelssohn: Concert, Op. 25, G minor;* second Concert, Op. 40, Fantasie, Op. 28 ;*Scherzo and Cappriccio (F# minor);* Heimkeher aus der Freunde, Op. 89
(Heller), Trois Caprices, Op. 33, No. 1 and 3 ;* .Andante Cantabile and Tresto Agitato, Variations serieuses, Op. 54;* Preludes and Fugues, No. 1 (Arpeggio),
Capriccia, Op. 5, No. 3 (Staccato).
M, t. {Concerto in D minor, No. 20,} with Cadenzas.
ozar · Concerto in C minor. No 4, by Hummel.
Fantasie Sona.te, No. 18, C minor,* Sonate, No. 14,
in D major.
Rameau: Four character pieces.
Schubert: Fantasie, Op. 15, * Fantasie, Op. 103 (Blumer).* Symphonie in C dur (Reinecke). Impromptu,
Op. 142. No. 3.*
·-......:
Schumann: Etudes Symphoniques, Op. 13,* Noveletten, Ops. 21 and 99, Allegro, Op. 26 ; Andante with
var. (deux Pianos) Op. 46 ;* Andante, C dur Op. 17
(beautiful).
Weber: Sona.ten Ops. 24, 39, 49, 70, * Concerts,* Viens
qua Darina bella.*
[F{;'r Tm: ETUDE.]
Scarlatti: Katszenfuge,* 18 pieces (Buelow).
Rheinberger: Op. 135, Scherzo aus der Sonate in E's
PUPILAGE.
and Adagio.*
Grieg: Sonate, Op. 7, E minor.*
H. SHERWOOD VINING.
Hiller: Gavotte, Sarabande Courante, *
115, III
Sonate, Op. 78. *
T1uT "there is no royal road to learning" has never
McDowell: Op. 10, I Book, Moderne Suite.
been denied. It is equally undeniable that genius has
Cherny: Etude : L' Infatigable, Op. 779. *
no royal road to success. Each student must proceed
step by step up the steep and rugged path, enduring all
III. FINISHING, (b) DRAWING-ROOM AND CONCERT PIECES. neceslilary toil and sacrifice, if the goal is to be reached
at last.
Bargiel : Marcia-fantastica.
Jn music, as in all other branches of education, the
Bendel: Cascade du Chaudron, Wagner's, from the
pupil needs the guidance and assistance of a good teacher
"Meistersanger," "At Winter's Hearth."
Chopin: His N octurnos, Ballades, Polonai#Jes complete -one who can lead and direct. He has taken an im(Kullak), Concert, Op. 11, also Romance from Op. 11, p.ortant first step when he has l@arned that he cannot go
single:* Fantasie, Impromptu, Op. 66; Bolero, Op. onward in his own way, but must follow willingly and
69; A minor, Scherzo, Op. 20 (B minor); Scherzo, unquestioningly the guide who. has traveled every inch of
Op. 31 (B~ minor).* (The two other Scherzos not the path, and learned by experience the best and surest
recommended for teaching.) Rondo E fiat major, Op. ~~ .
.
Yet it is seldom that a pupil c6nte!J",~o a teacher for
16_. Fantasie Brilliant, Op. 49. *
instruction, showing himself willing w;;.'f61low his direcDupont: Toccata de Concert.
Dvorak: Slavische Taenze, Op. 72, II Book; Walzer, tions impltci"tly and trust wholly to his judgment. It. is
of much more common occurrence-amusing were it not
Op. 54, I Book.*
Gottschalk : Marche de N uit, * Marche des Cibaros, Pas· deplorable, to see such proof of ignorance-for pupils to
apply to a teacher of the piano-forte with a long list of
quinade, ·Havannah. *
what they do not wish to learn or accomplish, protesting
Grieg : Bridal Proce~ion.
that they do not intend to become artists, while they evi·
Gade: Arabeske, Op.'27.*
dently expect to become good performers in a very short
McDowell ; He:x:entanz.
Heller: Felicien, David's Desert, March and Reverie,* time and with but very little work-an expectation sure
Op. 51; Mendelssohn's Saltarello Op. 77 ;*Schubert's to be disappointed so long as the pupil entertains such
Erl· Kin~, Op. 34, and La Polite, Op. 85; Ori~n11.l erroneous ideas. He must first prove himself capable
Compositions : La Chasse,* Deux Grands Polonaises, of excellence in the art before he can make the least
Op. 132, No. 1 and No. 2 ; Tarantelle, Op. 85 1 No. 1 ;* claim toward poasible artistic performance. To be an
artist ia not a matter of choosing, but the conscientious
N octurno, Op. 103. *
Hiller; Co!lcert, Op. 69, F# minor (octaves); Moderne development of a Divine gift. There must be the sure
Suite-;--op~-144, six numbers (each*); Staccato-Im- foundation, the right start from the beginning, the earnpromptu in E m~'or (Leipzig, Kistner),* Deu:x: Im- est, persistent work to the end. Knowledge is inexhaustible. The most important result of all education is
,,,,
promptus, Op. 30 each*).
Henselt: HerQica, p. 5, I Book (for la,l'ge hands); the capacity which the student acquires of appreciatipg
· Pressentiment, Op. 20, No. 1 ; E:x:ame mes V oleux, how much there is to learn; an ever-broadenin~ vis~
lies before him. "Art is long and life is fleeting.
Op. 2, No. 8.
The laying out of the prescribed course~ the teacher
Jensen: Murmuring ZephyrsJ...Nocturno, Op. 88, No. 1 ;*
by the would·be pupil is 8.8 absurd 8.8 would-·be the state·
~la.tea, Op, 44, No. 8 ·* will-o'-the·W1ep.
Kritachmer, Edmund: Erickegang and Krpenungs· ment of a patient to his physician, that he must be cured
iri as short a time as possible, but desired that only cermarsch.
>/
Kullak: Coronation-march (Prophete) (showy).
tain of his a.ilments shou.Id be taken into considerationt
Klein, Bruno. Oscar1 Dreams, complete, each number;* that h~ would only take certain rem.ediea · and woula
ignore ill restrictions upon his usual courae of life. The
Sienes de Ballet, up. ·19, No. 2, Suite, No. 5. *
following .· incident in the .experien·ce of a teacher is
GrUenjeUl,: Barcarole, Op. 24, No. 2.*
equally amusing and unreasonable: A married lady,
Godard, B.: Au Matin, O__p. 88,* 12.
Luc'ketitzky :. Bouve~~·d'Tachl, Op. 36, No. 2, Les deu:x: not young, but having means and leisure, wished to
devote herself. to piano practice under the direction of a
· .Alonettes.
. <~
teacher. She .told him th.at . ah.e played a little by· ear,
hibtrg : Le Reveil Clea Oiaeau:x:.

and read a little ; that she did not want to study theory, .
nor begin a.t the beginning; then betrayed that· she ·
thought the form of a note affected its pitch, which ac·
counted for the lines and spaces being named differently
on the treble and bass staves. She was quite unwilling
to be convinced as to the truth on these points, showing
an intractability not encouraging to a teacher. She .,admitted that her previous work had been all wrong, that
she knew she did not play right, that she could never,
depend upon her fingers; they would slip and tumble to·
gether, they made no sound if she tried to play soft. She
wanted, now, to do everything right and learn enough to
help herself on pieces ; then said she did not want exer·
cises nor classical music that sounded like exercises;
she was Tery ambitious; would not be contented to play
simple music-waltzes, polkas and such thingfl; she de·
sired to play fine and difficult pieces, like Thalberg's
''Home, Sweet Home" and Gottschalk's "Last Hope."
This is a fair illustration of the average conception and
aspiration of those who have depended upon playing by
ear, or upon what little they could do by themselves.
Willingness to be taught, as well as the capacity, usually
del>arts with youth, a •strong argument in'lJehlf of early
traming under a Judicious teacher. To aspire to mere
display in the brilliant performance of showy, difficult
pieces, which are worthless in themselves, is an unworthy
ambition and impossible of 11.ttainment without excessive
hard work, unfortunately directed to technic as an end.
That technic is the end and aim of so many students is
the cause of the existence of so many mechanical players
and so few artists. The musical side in a solo perform·
ance seems to be seldom thought of; rapidity, "pearly
runs," sharp contrasts of loud and soft, short, hard
tones, connected only by the damper pedal, feats of
strength and agility, seem the sole end and aim.
Virtuosity, which marks the decadence of art was
ushered in by Clementi about ·i 770, and was greatly deplored at the time by Mozart and his followers. Czerny,
Liszt, Tausig and others encouraged and further developed the purely technical.I side, until in the present day
it seems to have reached its climax. The true musician
receives little encouragement and less appreciation from
the public, which has too little opportumty for the cultivation of musical taste; hence the artisan is too often
preferred to the artist. Mendelssohn and Schumann, in
their day, were preeminent in their efforts to counteract
these evil tendencies. Writing on the subject, Schumann
says: ''Would to heavens that lf'l'ace of monstrosities
could arise in the world of artists1 players with six fingers
on each hand; then the day of virtuosodom would be at
an end. We treat the public with too much delicacy; it
begins to grow obstinate, where formerly it listened
modestly from a distanM, glad to learn a little from the
artist." Referltlg to the artist, as compared to the
mechanical perl'Ormer, he also says: '' May we not
recognize in similar feelings the deep sense of reverence
with which men bend before things that cannot be imi·
ta.ted mechanically? ''
The pupil should aspire to produce musitmt,~ singiDg
tones, to feel music in his soul, and to pour it out fttll and
free. It is to this happy issue that the artist teacher's
efforts are directed ; how much, then, may be lost if there
is misconception, lack of implicit obedience, or, worse
yet, and as often happens, willful and iriora.nt opposition of parents and ptqiiis to the teacher s well-matured
plans for his pupil s adva.nceµient. It would be· as
refreshin~ u it is rare for the teacher to hear a new pupil
express himself in some such manner as this: "I know
but little about music or playing, but I desire to learn all
that I possibly can." If the pupil would only be as willing to learn as his teacher is desirous to teach him,
music lessons would never be irksome to either teacher
or pupil, and a successful result would reward every
etfort. In music-; as in everything"A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian spring;
There shallow dnmghta intoxicate the brain,
But drinking largely oobem us again."

MISSING LESSONS.
I w.A.LK a mile to .the station, travel a mile b_y the cars
and then trudge a mile to my pupil's house. S1ckne88 in
the house makes it unadvisable for the piano to be us~d,
and the pupil declines to receive the leBSon on that
account. On presentation of the bill, the pupil " doe1
not think it right that she should pay for what she did
not receive, and says if it bad been under an'f ordinary
circumstances she would not say anything.' And so
declines payment._\ What do you think?
.
·
CouNTBY PBoFEssoa.
1~
This question has been before th~ readers of TBB ETuDJ:
twice before, but the attention was not ace01;ded it which
its importance deserves. It is to be hoped that
~e
opinions will be expreued by wllich · can ·. ~ ~ete~~~d.
what. course is best in general to. pursue with P\1J>il~1~h\~
persist in not paying for the. time allotted tpthein ,l>)r\li~
teacher.
· ·
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T:HE' ETUD
ON THE USE. OF STUDIES IN PIANO TEAOHING.
Br W. S. B. MATHEWS.

- FROM HOW TO UNDERSTAND MUBIO. Vol. II.

years ago it happened that, on my return from a summer vacation, l found a number of letters asking for a graded list of Studies for
the Pianoforte. Within a few days more following, several other letters
arrived, to the 'same purport. Then I said to myself that if this matter
were of so much interest, I had better send to a number of the leading
teachers of the piano and get their lists. Comparing these with each
other would probably afford a clue to certain principles underlying the
work of all, or nearly all, and, by printing the whole in a single article,
those who had written me for information would be furnished the best
that the market afforded. So much for preface, and so much for the
origin of the following discussion.
The relative place of "studies '' in a course of piano playing varies
greatly with different teachers. Some, like Dr. William Mason, make
comparatively little use of them, but do their work with technical exercises for the muscular part and with artistic pieces for the artistic part.
My own practice has been of this kind for several years-in fact, for at
least twelve. In many boarding-schools the pupils take one set of studies
after another, so that in a whole year's study not more than half a dozen
pieces are taken. At Oberlin, for example, the library contains a vast
number of studies out of which the teachers are accustomed to select here
and there a single one or two out of a book, for the modification of this,
that, or the other peculiarity of playing. Therefore, before we can discuss this subject intelligently we must first consider the aim of the teaching as a whole.
Every piano teacher whose puptiS develop qualities of artistic playing
must administer the lessons with reference to the three following desiderata:I. To secure an accurate and comprehensive quality of study.
2. To develop technic; by which is meant the ability to play with the
necessary certainty, rapidity and force.
3. To awaken and diversify the latent mi.wed susceptibilities of the
pupil.
These three elements enter int?; the playing at every stage, from the
first beginning to .the finish; therefore they must col}trol the subjec;t
matter and the order of the instructions. The criteria by which we test
the rank of an artist are these same three principles : fidelity to the composer, technical ability in carrying out his ideas, and musical feeling,
making the performance fresh arid vital. As the element last named is the
one which is most commonly neglected, although it is the salt which saves
the whole performance from emptiness and silliness, I will say a few words
about it first.
The pupil's musical life is to be developed from without by hearing
much music, ·and from within by thinking of much music. Therefore,
where concerts are scarce, it is necessary to depend more and more upon
the use of strongly imaginative m'usic of the best composers. This I
desire to have memorized and ptayed by heart. In process of time a
pupil. comes to have within his mind a store of choice tone poems by
Schumann, Chopin, Beethoven, Bach and smaller writers. These come
up at inte~als for review. New ones are added. The technic goes on
by the exercises, which a,lways form a part of the daily practice. In this
way, in one instance, a pupil of mine had more than 160 pieces which
she had played in public from memory, some of them thirty time§.
They included concertos, sonatas-in fact, a very satisfactory synopsls(;f
s~andatd pianoforte music by the very greatest composers, from Bach to
Moszkowski.
Jn another c~... a pupil had upward of xoo pieces,
another ¥ty, etc. In all such ~ there comes a time wh~n the music
appears to "strike in," if so inelegant an expression may be allowed.
It becomes !artistic in its conception.. Th~ playing takes on those
>"-nnumerable gradations of accent and touch which serve to phrase and
int~rpretthe ideas of an author. It ~oes this in the.: best possible way,
~el~~\Jrom wit~in; the playing bec9mes the expression of a musical
i~~l·,~~~~h1g· in}pe pupil'rown mind.
I do not believe that it is pos. . .t<;>1cg~}3t~i~ Q,tif:llity in its perfection in .any other way than by this of
'"·'
itl~pesrwe f:~.pfh~her~nt.intuitiYe musical genius.
are ..8$. itJlsecitc:>;l>e~ 8$ the·exJ>.erienceof every teacher
SOME
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It is easy to see that this way of memorizing takes a great deal of
time, though not so much as would be supposed. Like everything else,
there is a knack to it~which removes the hardship :when once the pupil
catches it. By means of the memorizing, another of the chief ends
specified above will be accomplished, which is the improvement of the
quality of study. An accurate study is the indispensable prerequisite for
artistic resuJts. Unless the pupil is prepared to reproduce the ipsi'ssima
verba (the exact literal words) of an author, it is of no use to talk about
expression and interpretation. Artistic playing begins with the literal
reproduct}on of every minute
which the author has set down,
as well as those which he has
means of his scanty marks of
expression.
In choosing an ideal
which to criticise and modify the pupil's
playing, one needs to bear in mind the course of development which
music has gone through. The
direction of the progress has been
from the merely clever and fluent
and imitative work of
Bach's predecessors to- the clever and much more emotional and comprehensive musical discourse of Bach, and so on to the free fantasia of
our own day. Under nearly
of Bach's there is a concealed
tide of feeling which is felt
hearers and players, and
enables his pieces to cross over
two centuries and appeal to the
ears and feelings of this generation as vigorously as. they did to their own
contemporaries. Nay, more: Bach had the germs of the entire subsequent development of music, and much that speaks to us in Chopin and
Schumann is but the blossoming of buds from out the St. Thomas
garden, at Leipsic. It is the inexhaustibility of Bach's purely musical
fanta;'j, combined with the implied, even if not
expressed, emotionality of most of his writings, that makes them so productive for
in
these days. To anticipate a conclusion belonging later in this paper,
the study of Bach is well-nigh equally productive in each of the three
fundamental points specified above as the charter of music teaching.
Still, to conclude that a pianist could be maq_e by the study of Bach
alone, would be a great mistake. His piano works do little or nothing
for the delivery of a cantabile melody, nor do they generally require the
depth and fullness of touch which modern virtuoso works expect.
Not to dwell so particularlz...upon subsequent composers, it will generally be conceded that the follo~g are the more noticeable traits of their
pianoforte music : Mozart introduced the cantabile. The study of his
works conduces to smooth, musical and refined melody-playing. Beethoven is too great a poet to be abused by apprentice work.~is thematic
work and passages are covered by Cramer and Clementi, particularly the
latter. His Adagios and Scherzos are best prepared (on the musica1 side,
at least) by Mendelssohn and Schumann. Chopin, both as music thinker
and pianist, forms a school by himself. The Bach style of sequencing
with a given figure he introduced again, addil'lg to it the myriad combinations of the diminished seventh and many new forms of finger work;
all these with a new development of sentimental melody, most delicately
embroidered with jioratura, put upon the piano with an ample use of its
resources. The technical peculiarity of the Chopin treatment of the piano
is found in his use of extended chords, more rapid use of extensions and
separations of fingers (for which five-finger exercises form no preparation
whatever), besides which, or with which, he always expects an expressive
touch.
I am surprised that the technical importance of Schumann in the
study of the piano has not found more acknowledgment in print. Schumann was one of the most spoO:taneously active music thinkers who. ever
wrote. His quickness of mind and his impatience of formal restraintsif, indeed, he ever fully realized any obligation to form-gave rise to a
wholly new. but delightfully valid method of developing periods by the
freest kind of sequencing upon a leading motive. His harmonic treatment
is bolder than any. of his predecessors since Bach, his discourse singularly, fresh and inspiring. Hence the effect of the study of Schumann is
to quicken the ·musical perceptions more rapidly than the study of any
other composer, provided the pi~bosen ·be within reasonable .reach of
the pupil's state.~ Besides, the matter of expressive touch is to bemeJ1t~~~'
\Vhich Schumann requires to be so vigorous, so d~isi~,• so dJ!t~~~y
- shaded; aLtimes so tender, that 11othing in. the wo~'lcs of previous~~m;.
poseJ;S af ~l ~repar~· forjt, "ll<lr ~n fac~, ~¥~11~ ~~~;pJ~}'~i~;#J

vell}'. ,~t?P~~qf~rt~-·~.; ~a~~lt: of r~~~l~~·.~·i.. . .

.elfeet. : :I'9~t general. cour,se~ 91\J,t~: ~e~~~op~.;Jj~.{~

/
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been in the direction of sensationalism, the outward expression of a more
excitable emotionality, which has operated in every possible direction.
It has given greater rapidity, strange melodic and harmonic progressions,
restless and sometimes morbid rhythms, extraordinary contrasts of power
-in short, every possible musical manner of expressing strong, deep or
tumultuous feeling. Beside this main current of musical development
there have been numerous eddies and counter-currents, special provinces,
in which- congenial spirits have amused themselves while the. work~ went
on without them. Thus there is a vast literature of music pieces which
are mere play. They sound prettily and amuse the lovers of. the wellsounding. Such pieces are often useful in teaching, but we do not accomplish the abiding results of artistic playing by means of them. They are
amusing and useful but not formative.
Alongside of the development of music thus sketched there has
been an equal growth of piano playing in the same direction.
The modem development of extraordinary piano -playing had its
brilliant opening in the almost simultaneous appearance of Thalberg and
Liszt. Thalberg was the inventor of the method of carrying a melody in
the middle rang~ of the keyboard and surrounding it with runs, arpeggios, and other accompaniment covering the entire keyboard, the tones
of the melody being prolonged to their necessary length by the use of the
damper pedal. Thalberg played this sort of work beautifully, as no one
since has done. The melody was delivered as cantabile as if he had only
the melody to play. It is upon record concerning him that he studied
singing for five years mainly for the purpose of being able to sing melodies
with his fingers, as a good artist would sing them with the voice. This
kind of accentuation of melody, coupled with light and very fluent runs
and a discreet use of the pedal, constitutes the substance of the "Thalberg
technic." Beyond writing a consigerable number of fantasias in which
this idea was applied to the more f~orite melodies of the different operas,
Thalberg added little to the literature of the pianoforte. His original
compositions are musicianly but not poetic.
Liszt at once took up this notion of Thalberg's, and in many of his
earlier fantasias-the "Rigoletto," for instance-he carried it out even
better than the inventor himself, because he knew better where to branch
off in some other direction. But in all of the earlier of Liszt's works we
come now and then upon something which is played upon a different
principle from anything in Thalberws pieces. I refer to his cadenzas.
The Liszt cadenza is a sensational passage, usually consisting of a simple
sequence, carried upward or downward with increasing force until a climax
is reached. Naturally, the progression downward affords the best opportunity for effect, because the volume of tone constantly increases in that
direction. These things are played upon a different principle from that
of any passages before therp; th~y go faster aDd, at times, heavier, and
have to be conceived by the player en masse, so to say. When the fingers
have been taught the proper order of the motions by a sufficient number
of slow repetitions, the passage has to be delivered •' with the eyes shut,''
so to speak, or exactly as one runs when running for his life. This is the.
new principle of velocity as defined in Mason's "S,ChQol '.of V:elocity," of
which I shall have a word to say under the head of technic. Soon, however, Liszt passed beyond the limited diversification of touch required by
the Thalberg principle, and set himself to the translation of orchestral
compositions and of Schubert and Schumann songs into the language of
the pianoforte. In doing this he made more and more demands upon
what I might call the "differential touch," i. e., the ability to shade the
touch in a variety of ways for the purpose of more clearly defining prin"cipal and subordinate ideas moving together. This demand upon technic
in the later Liszt works is essentially the same as that in Schumann. Thus,
at length, we arrive at the lat~st ingredient of piano playing, not yet recogmost books of technic; .11amely, the technic of expressive touch.
nized
Sin~ Liszt, there has been n()--.l"adical addition to piano playing.
Tausig brought back something of the Bach legato and quiet fluency,
which the Liszt works do not contain. Henselt worked out the pedal
'technic somewhat, and gained thereb1 a few effects not so fully gained
by Liszt~ But, substantially, the art of" piano playing, as at present understood ·by the greatest artists, is included in the works of the following
composers: Bach, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Clementi, Beethoven, Chopin,
Schumann and Liszt. Or, to .class them another way, according to their
pre~ominant influ~µce, whether .upon Music as such, or upon Technic,
we have this: '.!Jlie great formative names in Music; as such, are Bach,

in

Beethoven, Schumann, and Wagner. Mozart and Mendelssohn represen,t
important special provinces. The composers who represent the progress
of pianoforte technic (after Bach, who leads in both provinces), are
Clementi, Chopin, Liszt. These three contain the whole of pianoforte
execution, as distinguished from the music itself.
We are now nearly ready to define what we mean by the. term
" Etude " or "study." But first let us speak of" exercises." An exercise is a musical figure designed to be repeated many times in order to
increase the obedience of the fingers. Such a passage may be planned
for flexibility, separating the fingers, or other development of the latent
aptitudes of the hand, or it may be for speed and endurance. When
such a musical figure is developed into a rhythmic form (like Mason's
accented scales), or repeated upward and downward in other keys (like
the Tausig technics), it begins to have a part of the elements of musical
interest; it is like saying over the word " Mesopotamia" in a succession
of grades of pitch, or with a certain
or accent, for the purpose of
increasing the 'flexibility of the organs of speech. At the opposite end
of the scale of expression from the exercise lies the tone poem or music
piece, which is conceived solely from the artistic standpoint. A shade
below the genuine "piece" comes the artistic ''study "-a study in a·
particular effect-which, of course, would not be a" study" unless the
effect were new, or unless, at the vqy least, the study carried it further or
brought it out better than had been done before. The highest examples
of this kind are the "Chopin and Liszt studies, many of them being
veritable poems-but always with a technical moral. The Heller studies
belong to this class, but in a lower grade, the poetry being less elevated
and the phraseology simpler.
From this high level studies shade off, by
imperceptible gradations, to those of Czerny and Kohler, which have
no musical value whatever. Kohler's especially are purely mechanical
rhymes, which stand in music where versifications of the multiplication
table or of the rules of grammar stand in poetry-mnemonic devices for
securing many repetitions of a difficult passage ... It is like setting a bad
speller an exercise to write in which his pet weaK:ness is repeated a great
number of times.
Besides the differences existing between studies in
to their
poetic value and their difficulty, their pedagogic value is much affected
authors in seizing the radical points
by the success or non-success
of pianoforte technic. The studies of Czerney I have given up for several
years, because I do' not think ·them productive. They appear to me to
be badly planned as exercises, and, also, in so far as the~ve value, to
be directed toward the Mozart school of piano playing, which we have
now passed far beyond. Cramer is another author whose name occurs
upon nearly every list following, whom I regara'. as but little productive.
This opinion, which I formed about twel,ve years ago, is countenanced by
Von Billow in the preface to his selection of the Cramer studies. They .
represent a small special province in piano playing; they are not in the
current of the great world stream.
Now:, it is· easy to see, from what I have said of the nature of piano
studies, that they are likely to be more intellectual than emotional, and,
therefore, especially well suited for improving the quality of the pupil's
study. They do this within certain limits. The great end to rea~h in
piano teaching is to make the playing sound fresh and spontaneous-as
if the p1ayer were improvising. This can only be the case, when the
player's heart is in what he is playing, which, again, will not be the case
unless there ·is heart in the subject matter itself. Therefore, the advantages of well-selected studies are seen in correct and even playing, but
after a time, if too large a proportion of the daily practice is fiUe.d up
with them, the playing tends to 'become meaningless, uninteresting,
mechanical, and this will be more and more the case as the studies are
chosen with prime regard to their bearing upon the muscul~r training.
Again, the selection of etudes will be influenced by the kind of
exercises and pieces expected to be studied at the same time. Modern
piano playing, and especially modern brilliant piano playing, requires
more force, and makes use of m~" stencil groups," or complex units,
such as harmonic sequences, melodic sequences; passages, etc., th"11 ~as
the. case in the old school. Not to consume time here with a discu~~qn
of the diffe~ent "systems" for facilitating the acquisition of pian()f~rte
technic, I will only say that I make use of Dr. William Mason'sjfQJ0:tbe
.
following· reasons : -
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and is, most exacting in the matter of physical culture of
the hand as well as of the whole body, and as particular
in legato scales (which we had to play excruciatingly
BY W, WA.UGH LAUDER.
adagio every lesson during one whole course) as the
click on Virgil's techniphone. Watchful Dr. Papperitz
. Too little attention is paid to those modest teachers would even use the back of one's hand, and even the
whose duty it is to lay the foundation of piano technique, bridge of one's nose as a medium whereupon to convey
and they too often are utterly incompetent to perform his ideas of the variety and quality of touch. They certhe tasks they set themselves, and, moreover, people are tainly gave me every exercise that Brotherhood's techfrequently unwilling .to pay good artists for teaching nicon could suggest, and I may afflrm that one-half of
beg!nners, too often to their own disadvantage.
my technique was done in the air.
Now, to begin with, there are undoubtedly two distinct
A particular hobby with Liszt was the practicing of
sides to technique. The first side is the mere correct scales in all keys and in all rhythms of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 notes,
muscular movements and the training of the material with all fingerings, say first with I, 2, 3, then with 1, 2, 3,
hand and fingers and wrist up to a certain pitch of endur- 4, then with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, never paying the slightest heed
ance. The second side has a more ideal nature, and con- to awkwardness of thumb or fifth on black notes, and
sists in the molding of touch, tone and the more nervous above all, scales with any two fingers, which, all done
and sensitive side of the pianist's nature. True it is that from memory in the air, and subsequently repeated on
these two sides are closely related, and at times their the piano, was of very great benefit. Some teachers
line,ti are tangent, but, alas, how many are there who rattle have a faculty for making things plain, and I remember
off mnumerable etudes with great brilliancy but without in particular one lesson in which Carl Reinecke showed
an atom of soul or sensitiveness. Now, to begin at me how to play and grade a melody. Starting out with
the very beginning. In the Circular of Information, the statement that as the piano lacks the singing and
Bureau of Education, Washington, 1886, published in long-drawn-out tone of the wind or string instruments,
response to an appeal from the M. T. N. A., we find we must supplement the failing by carefully studied and
singing teachers in the public schools are advised to ap- graded intensity of pressure ; he told me that the very
peal to the imitative faculty in young children by singing instant we strike a tone on the piano it grows weaker,
to them good musical phrases, Now, this point I deem and if we wish to make a melody crescendo, we must
is of worth to a piano teacher.
carefully grade the quality and quantity of pressure and
Amateur teachers, taking to music as a makeshift for hammer power, and in all melodious phrasing this weigha living, are one of the evils in our profession, but this ing of power is of vital importance. I may say that that
is a social and not an artistic problem. I have no patience lesson was invaluable. But to return to our technics,
with teachers who cannot play all they teach, and who Louis Ehlert advises holding the elbow close to the side
decry .teachers who can. The child talks the language-it -and· practicing all scales and finger exercise in that posihears, and the musical student too often copies with mis- tion ; also the practicing of forearm and hand move.placed zeal the mannerisms and wrong methods of the in- ments with fingers on the keyboard (noiseless), both up
competent teacher. Now, I think that such an important and down and rocking, a system, which I find upon refermatter as rhythm in finger exercises, as given by Dr. ence, that Mr. Sherwood advocated at the Cleveland
Mason in his" Piano Techniques," or in S~aty' s" Fun- Convent.ion of the M. T. N. A. Perhaps beneficial, but
damental Studies for Rhythm of the Fingers'' (edited by apt to create stiffness of sty let methinks. Upon referLava~lee), should be given only to pupils who have com- rmg further to Mr. Sherwooci's paper of 1884, I find
paratively mastered that " pons asmorum" of the pian- quite an interesting treatise upon the treatment of the
1st, an even legato scale, which is alike the first toddling upper and lower arm, the wrist and finaers, as well as
effort of the musical infant, as well as the acme of per- the tipping exercise to right and left (like a boat rockfection of the· virtuoso. I may be wrong, but I have ing) ; of the sides of the hands and the action of the
found that accentuation at a too early period is not of ends and knuckles of fingers, similar to that used in rowadvantage. Now, as a _position of hand, we have as the ing a boat. These are all good, but by no means new, as
best that advocated by Dr. Carl Reinecke, Papperitz and Plaidy used them all, and Dr. Gille. of Jena, a bosom
Zwintscher, of Leipzig, Lebert, Kullak, Liszt and Tausig, friend of Liszt, in Jena, told me about those very movewhere the natural power of the fingers must never be men ts. We all know that the wrist and fingers represupplemented by exertion, but must rather grow by care- sent the bundle of faggots in the old man's fable. We
ful nursing, the hand held loosely in the #rist socket- must untie tqe faggots by loosening the wrist, but Mr.
perfectly level on the back, neither humped nor hol- Sherwood advocates the beginning of daily practice allowed, the fingers not pulled in and the little finger not ways with wrist work. I tried this, and found it wrong,
cramped or bent too much. The fingers must be lifted for I soon got so that I could not play at all fluently until
loosely and let fall by their own weight, with no stiffen- I had played octaves for a time, so I interchanged and
1ng of t~e l!rist, and every tone must be a wessure tone, began sometimes with a light piece on an etude,
and a smgmg rather than a mere percusswn. ln this and soon could pla1 just as well without that preliminary,
system the wrist must of necessity be trained- from the octave practice. I do not think it wise to become acoutstart, and natural and graceful finger"'balisthenics be customed to a pedantic or cut-and-dried method either
used from the beginning to insure complete ease in every with teachers or practice.
effort. The thumb must ever be loose and easy as are
Miss Amy Fay, in her paper at the same Cleveland
the fingers. Now, although in subsequent work, a sharp Convention of 1884, said that in his latter days, Pagahammer·like action of the curved fingers -is absolutely nini rarely and almost never practiced the difficulties he
necessary to produce certain heroic results-just as the himself had created, and so certainly do some play best
slowly relaxing hold on the _Piano keys in chords or oc- when they practice mechanism least. I know, for a fact,
taves caused by the arm leavmg the level before the wrist that Arthur Friedheim, a young man with whom I lived
.
or hand, will be preferable to the sharp ell:tstic throwing like a. brother for eighteen months in Weimar and Rome,
back of the hand on the wrist socket for. certain pur rarely practiced technique pure and simple, and Dr.
~.---poses. Still, the point in founding a phi.no techmque Gustave Wolff, of Bradford, England, an intimate friend
for a scholar is to choose that which" will bear best fruit of Rubinstein's, told me that that artist rarely touched
generally. Liszt advocated a legatissimo practice of the technique during his concert tours in Great Britain.
s~ales good .f«?r scale players. Others ur~e the necesI do not believe, with Miss Fay, that it is necessary to
s1ty of pract1cmg every note of the scale with firm, solid practice every hour we are awake to become great virlever and hammer action of each finger repeatedly, to tuosi; people who have to do that never are real artists
insure solidity. Both methods have their purpose, and -they are merely great machinists. Too much techserTe their separate ends. With some pupils, it is wise nique is like over-training in athletic sports. Still, when
to make them play five chromatic notes with five con- in Weimar, I remember well, when lodging for the first
secutivc fingers, as in Tausig. One must, of course, night in the old Hotel de. Russe, prior to my fi~st visit ~o
learn the peculiarities and weaknesses of a new hand at the grand and lamented virtuoso and maestro, Liszt, I laid
the ontstart.
awake nearly all night and practiced techniqne with that
". ~ailyr~petition studies," with th?se with large h~nds frantic, ~enselt-li~e .vigor caused by stag~ fright, on a
avoidmg wid0!Jpread p~ge~, and tnce versa-practicing . dumb piano, consistmg of my knees. ~iazt, however,
Jentle stret(!lung exercises with small hitl'ids are eBSential. ~ad a re~al contemp~ for mere mec.hamsm, .somew~at
I remember'bne gentleman in Johanneir""Weidenbach's hke Taustg, wh? reprimanded a certam demo1selle w.1th
class in Leipzig, who was unable to play a passage crisply the words, " Miss, you ~~ght to be aahamed of playrng
and clearly on account of the u~nrieldy structure of his so co!rectly at .you~ age. .
h,tL,nd, and his chords were invariably indistinct. w~iden·
It i.s we.11 • mgh impossible to condens~ a system of
olch in that day advocated the bent-knuckle touch, and it techmque mto on~ faper, bu~ I may i_nent1on as some of
,,~~::;~.eµi~d.~:!fie-'\th_!.t all di~ciJ!les of his metbbd auffered the m«?st beneficia .me·.~han!cal motions, the alternate
'from a painfult lack of s10g10g powers. Now, certain stretchmg o.nt aJ?-d curvmg m of .each and ev!"ry finger
~hers and inventors flatter them.selves that they have alone, then i!1 pairs, and. the elastic rotar_y m~tion of the
been the. sole. and only,. originators of a. system of mus- h!'nd and wnst, b<?th to nght and. let\, a~d aga~n the pop·
cular and digi~ nmna.Kics. Now, this is not 80, for all pmg !1P. and dra~ng off of the fingers m assiduous and
·whc:rknow genial 61 Lebert.'' blnsterillg Dr. Paul, with his equal~zmg repetition exercises. 1:hat all these movements
~~ll·k~o.!Jn ~vie~, "~t&rken Sie De~ Vierten Finger " must m the end become automatic, follows ~. !' ~atter of
.;<>r·~ln~~k.e ~!*en>-ie&l.~11,~l are a~are ()f the fact that course.. As Dr•. Maso!l tella ns ~at the ~e1ghmg, and
•.t~~t•lt; ~!ld,~~tlieir.~f· 11ta d~.11'!1t1aatic8 for thigera measunng_ out oft~e time needM .~ e:A'.ecute.a~~e
.Jrandanchrrist wi~h a
net·like·tytanny. 'Dr. Paul was' muat ~gul!'te th~ . hf\ of the fingen-m v'ry raP~d pal!I·
···•
• ·. . ······· ····· ..· · ·. · · .· · · ·
· ' ages ..the hf\ be~ng, of course1 lefll and mo~ ~lle~g8t:i~
tha11 i~ st,o~ JQoyem_enta: .· '!e 6~~.·~hat in co,naequenc~
of an 1ponng of this prmciple; lnt.°'Y players ~'>D&veJ'
L

exceed an average rate of speed; others, again, hurry
unnecessarily in cantabile or slow passages. With reference to the important matter of emphasis and accent
systematically introduced in. practice, I would say, first
inculcate the elem.ent~ry rudiments of mechanism and
touch, and then, if the accent be made by elastically
raised fingers or lightly thrown wrist, accentuation must
prove beneficial, but when introduced in the instruction .
of a pupil possessing, as yet, an uneven or an unmusical
touch it cannot materially benefit the student.
Out of the three main movements or methods of touch,
the lever, the hammer and pressure, and out of the legato,
staccato and portamento, it is possible to derive many varieties or gradations of touch scarcely definable on paper,
but easily imparted by a skillful performer teacher. The
airy lightness of finger with which Liszt was wont to execute jeuen perlando or a. Chopin rubato is outside the
rules of pedagogues, but irresistibly effective. That pec.uliar pulling or drawing of a chord which is part and
parcel of Reinecke's style, is certainly somewhat ultra,
but still original. That peculiar broadening and lowering of the wrist and hand, and sitting on the note with
flattened tingers, so often used by Bulow in a Beethoven
cantilene belongs to him, and is an instinctive effort to
strengthen the tor.e. From the heavy Bach touchleaving the whole weight of the hand, or even arm, upon
each finger in turn, the finger acting as a pillar or
support to the weight (an antiquated touch, but still effective at times in heavy contrapuntal work) down to
the extreme opposite-that light, feather-like touch
used in a Chopin cadenza, where the weight seems to
be entirely shifted into the arm, and the hand exquisitely
balanced in the wrist, the fingers scarcely seeming to be
material, is like going from the N. to the S. pole in
touch methods .
These contrasts can be explained little by little by the
artist performing teacher (not by a mere pedagogue) but
such delicate nuances of touch can with difficulty be explained or classified by a single paper. Any one wishing for more extensive information in this direction
would do well to refer to the back reports of the M. T.
N. A. and various State associations, where they will
qnd valuable essays on this subject, also to the works of
Clementi, Hummel, Tausig, Plaj_dy, Zwintzscher, Kullak,
Mason, Herz, Stamaty, Christiani's ''Expression in Piano
Playing," and many others. I have studied many of these
works in preparing this paper, but find it easier to understand than to explain logically a whole system of technique. Do not our teachers keep too assiduously in the
beaten trackl.. Do they not use the orthodox and useful
but nevertheAs hackneyed Cramer, Plaidy, Czerny and
Kullak with unwavering regularity until the teacher's
brain and interest are asphyxiated, exhausted and naqseated by the deadly monotony of a mechanical daily
round? For the good teachers' energy iw_<l interest to
be semi· dormant is as pernicious as to have bad teachers
or a bad system. Let us avoid sameness in work, the
octave studies of Turner, Low, Neupert, and wrist
studies of Rubinstein, Saint-Saens, Moszkowski and
others, are occasionally a relief from Kullak. Studies
of Reinecke, just as good or better than Heller. A
teacher does not need to remain in the antediluvian
classic groove au the time for innumerable examples of
every varieiy of technique and touch, as much is added
every season to the vast store of miniature compositions
which I believe honestly to be better and more sympathetic teaching matter for the pupil, and the teach~r is
there for the purpose of considering the pupil's weaknesses and tastes, and not merely his own preJudices and
hobbies.
[To be continued.]

TEAOHER AND EXEOUTANT.
IT has often been considered an important question
whether a brilliant executant can be a good teacher, and
if it is necessary to be a brilliant executant in order to
make a good teacher. There is told a veracious anecdote
of Mr. Thalberg1 when .he Was' in London, that ahighborn. dame wished him to give her daughter lessons on
the piano at five guineas, or twenty-six dollars each.
Thalberg refused, b_ut being much pressed, finally con·
sented. . The pupil sat down to the piano and played one
of his own. pieces to Thalber~; he listened, but never
aaid a word during the performance. When it was ended,
he aaid : " Now I will play it to you and show you ho1J
it sh1uld be played," and then he continued playing
for an hour, antl..rose from the piano, content he had given
the money'a worth. Neither one party nor the other
wished for another leBSon, for it would have been utterly
imposaible for the great pianist to unbend himself.to his
pupil, and however delightful it. was to listen, to Thal.~ri
for an hour, it was not exactly the way, howeve?', toe!~~
prove· the youg l~dy' a playing. There are de,cid~!Y; ~t
execiitants . -who. can. bend down .to their 'l>npi),,:;~t~~

sh.·.all·· g.'qn. e.·ra·U.y· ·find ··t·h.·..a Lt.he···· fo. ·r··.m
. e·r···:, ..·.o.. .n·.•.ty. .'. ·.·.d
.••.·.·
. ..·.•.·..·•
.form .the latter when they hav.ealready,~·,
~ cert~in am<;>uµt of preliminary ·~~tMt.i'a,.~d:c:w,
executant; beeomes.·rather a guide~ tili}\b
·•.•.·:U.·.-.·
.•·.•.·.··•..
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[For THE ETUDE.]

PEOULIARITIES OF THE GROWTH OF AMERIOAN MUSIO.
BY FANNY MORRIS SMITH.

SUPPOSE, to geta.t the condition of our American art, we
put our foreign-taught countrymen, and our immigrant
teachers and their pupils aside. When we have eliminated
this foreign culture of our great cities, represented by people who can understand and interpret good music, and
those, at second hand, who understand good music and
know they cannot produce it, we arrive at a majority
who know not· music, and have neTer heard it, but who
fancy they do produce it; and, lastly, at a barbarous
minority, who care and think nothing about.the matter.·
Underneath, at the bottom of the social strata, we find
the foreigner again-this time with a bag-pipe under his
arm and a Celtic song on his lips ; or, straight from the
beggary of Naples, tramping from town to town with
fiddle and hand-organ. In short, foreign music is at the
top, and foreign music at the bottom, and Philistia in the
middle-this last the real .America in process of growth.
Regarded dispassionately, however, the state of Ameri,
can music proves to be inseparable from the present phase
of our national development. In the analogous condition
of Rome, the Latin Oratory of Cicero was nursed by
Greek training and study. Orators may be made in one
generation, but music demands three.
In considering our music from an historical standpoint, we should note, first, our original low culture as an
entire people. No one familiar with the story of American colonization is unaware that the settlers of these
United States deserved their title of adventurers. They
ca.me to seek their-fortune. Their scholarship was in the
school of discontent, not letters. Even the Pilgrim
Fathers, highly trained by theologic dispute, by suffering
-sometimes skilled in the learning of tl~eir day-cared
nothing for what we call culture, an~bandoned the
fine arts. The following of Penn was from the middle
and lower classes. The decayed gentlemen of Virginia
sank into illiteracy in the. second generation. Th"e
shrewd Dutchmen of New York, the refugees from
Ireland, the paupers exported by home governments,
were all careful, in their several ways, for the things of
this world. But they would not have reckoned music as
a thing.
The Huguenots seem to have been our most cultured
settle.rs, but the children lacked time and opportunity to
practice the graceful arts of their siref;?. The spinnet
was displaced, perforce, by the spinning-~eel, the brush
and pencil by the broom and shears. Everybodl' was at
his wits' end to obtain bare shelter and food. The new
generation was trained by necessity-the mother, indeed,
of invention, but the step-mother of culture. Our
national growth from want to plenty, and then prosperity,
has been, a:t the same time, a true advance from ignorance
coupled with energy and self-denial, to civilization, and
at last culture. The emergence of th~ arts among us is
a matter of national development as truly as it was-in
Egypt or Greece. Courage, self-denial and industry were
the sine quft non of survival among the immigrants who
settled America. They leveled the barbarous elements
from the lowest stratum of European so~iety, brutal and
untrained as in the days of Wilham the Conqueror, and
the."adventurous and martyr elements from court and
manor into one indistinguishable mass. New England
theology, with its resolve for conscience, right and
education, leavened the lumps.
,
With such teachers, we see letters the first outcome ·
next, America reaches out for painting, sculpture, th~
drama, and, last, for music. Whatever may be the exact
state of our advance toward a Yankee Parnassus, there is
no doubt that America has taken an inflexible resolve to
be musical. She will succeed here, as everywhere, but it
will b~ done according to th~ principles of natural selection, and come as a national progress, the richest and the
poorest not ·much out of step with each other; all will
have it, just as a.llnave the newspaper.
Hindering musical growth among our working classes,
where it should be cradled, is our bad condition of imagination, and false ideas of pleasure. Sensation, everywhere the degradation of emotion, is e.specially the enemy
of musi~ the expon-ent of oemotion. ~ The sensational
novels, dramas, . pictures, politics and --religion of our
working classes bring sensational music arm-in-arm.
We must save our boys and girls from the ruinous ~ects
of the vile picture paper, the cheap show and their congen~rs before they will be capable of having a healthy
music.
¥
Anything that breaks the uniformity of our people's
everyday habits, helps their music. . Granted a few
years' more culture, and the first national event that
calls men's heroism into play will give it voice.
The beat melodies of older nations were the gift of
their handicraftsmen, but in this century labor has taken
a !ery unfortunate turn. !fhe ~ilor, sboemak~r, sailor,
spmuer, eTen the farmer, has httle chance to smg at his
work. The sailor has become the stoker of a steamship;
where once obtained a season of neighborly ,.elpful-

ness the farmer reaps and sows alone by the aid of rat·
tling and grating machine, and threshes his grain and
piles his straw with a. steam engine; tailor, shoemaker
and spinner are shut up from morning till night in a huge
factory, whose whirr is not only unmusical but literally
deafening; even the children are housed in school, with
no chance to learn an air 9ut of their own hearts. They
sing that delightful poem, the multiplication ~ble I The
clerk in a retail busineBB, unless it be a grocery store or
a meat market, is not even permitted a mournful whistle I
Cook, butler and housemaid are required to be seen, not
heard. The melodies of the cotton field are disappearing. Our work everywhere tends toward the "silent
system.'' We have few national occasions for music ;
all are comprised in the military parade, the masonic
funeral, or the circus procession.
How welcome to our young men are the bands and banners of election sea.sons! It is our misfortune, musical and
national, that the('h~althy stimulus of open·air pageantry
should be so cotripletely withheld from our imagination,
and hence from all forms of artistic energy. Our people
can gape and stare at a peep show-on a large plan or a
small-but a harvest home, a May celebration, a Mardi
Gras mummery is scarcely known. Decoration Day has
degenerated into a political occasion, Fon,rth of July is
anathema ma.ranatha.. Could each trades union devise
an artistic, annual celebration of its mysteries, which
should demand of its members an allegorical or commemorative !!pectacle, what an impulse to art, to mutual
good understanding and national community of pleasure l
In close relation, note the equally dormant state of
pictorial art as a drawback to our music. We have fine
marines and landscapes in pictures, and likewise in poetry,
and such music as we have produced has been, till very
lately, much on the marine and landscape pattern. But
neither poetry, nor painting, nor music find here their
highest development, and sculpture is, perhaps, so rare
among us because in it marines and landscapes are
impossible. The Farragut sea sofa upon which Mr. St.
Gauden's superb statue is perched is an apt illustration.
The intimate relation of eye and ear has long been
noticed. When under the influence of hashish and in
the presence of music, Fitz Hugh Ludlow perceived
combinations of color and architectural forms, but heard
nothing. Painters, poets, sculptors and architects have
usually: some intuition of the genius of the sister artstalent for painting and music, for painting and poetry,
for architecture and painting, often coexist. Not with·
out reason has architecture been called '·frozen music."
The great Grecian and Gothic architectural periods drew
into their channels the current of musical feeling. Talent
for music was not extinguished by aptitude for architec·
turalexpression, but absorbed. The Netherlands, whose
school of music recruited the Italian art, boasted many
a fine specimen of municipal architecture. But even Germany, which does not rank in architecture with France
and England, waited for her music till the great building
impulse passP-d out of popular feeling. England has
Canterbury, Ely, Durham and a score besides, but no
Bach, Beethoven or Spohr. It was into English poetry,
not music, that the artistic necessity for_ expression
passed. The case in Greece was parallel. Very few
have any notion of the extent to which this exchange
between music and poetry is carried, and the two paths
run long together.
Dear old Gardener, in his Music in Nature, devotes his
last chapter to the time and accent of !iulllan-ilpeech.
He indicates perfectly the punctuation of numerous
prose an~ poetical e~amples by notes1 ~est.a_ and bars.
Every nation thus carries the accent and time of-il:il melodies in its lan~uage; its inflection, depending upon the
moment's emotion, adds the element of pitch; a shg)l,t, but
natural exaggeration,. and the fo~k song i~ born. ·'The
negro ''spiritual," worthless as it is from a musical 'point
of view, yet throws an instructive light upon the origin
and nurture of the national melody. The increasing urbanity of life, which fuses all language into one stereotyped accent, and condemns all exaggerated inflection
or emphasis as ill-bred, is a bad thing for music. Germany has found stores of melody in her dialects. We
Americans have exchan~ed dialects for languages, but
the gain to music is nothmg, the mine of national characteristi~s having been already worked indeyfeiidently by
each nation.
Such is the a~rangement of American society and its
pleasures that our music seems likely to grow up like a
~hild in each separate home, rather than in the community, in the fields and streets, and churches, as elsewhere. It begins with the jews-harp, harmonicon and
concertina of the penniless immigrant, plods, step by
step, to the fourth-hand piano and machine-made fiddle1
rises steadil.J with the f~mily fortune till we see the thir<t
generation m possession of the best instrument, the best
teaching, and a fine accumulation of ta.lent. After reaching thi~ point, growth is not only forward, but retrospective. Mary's father follows her progress in humble
consciousness that he longs immorallyfor a ''good·time,"
but Mary's mother st~s at nothing. . Without a quiver
she lays the Maiden's Prayer and the Mocking Bird on
the Altar of Progre88; and she assimilates Beethoven at
a meal.
·

Our American Philistine is docile. He ofteDer errs \
fr?m i~noran?~ than inaptitude .. See wh.ata work l'homa~,
with his prop1t1atory beer mug accomphshed for the muincal taste of New York in fifteen years.
The necessity on each man to make all his music liims~lf, creates a di13eroportionate demand for or~ns and
pianos, and, reactively, renders orchestral music impossible. Time will correct all this, but meanwhile these
keyed instruments offer the minimum of training to th\
ear.
As our national character emerges from its fused ele·
ments 1 we begin to understand what manner of man the
future .American will be. He will have beauty, imagina
tion, affection, loyalty, enthusiasm, consciousness, intellect, sensitiveness, humor, fine intuition, chivalry and
industry. Saw ever nation the like? But so it must
be, for all nations have their part in him. He aloue
is heir of the upward strug~le of the whole world,
and of each peculiar national virtue or talent that formed
and saved each single people. The clearnesii, lightness,
of touch, logic and ease of France; the melancholy, pride
and dignity of Spain; the passion and pictorial feeling of
Italy; the accuracy, thoroughness, and deep sentiment
of Germany; the conscience of England ; the metaphysical intellect and canny thrift of Scotland; the wit and
oratory of Ireland; the God that makes for righteous·
ness of Israel-all, all are ours-our rich, our princely
inheritance, and in the future music of America nothing
of this unique, priceless endowment shall be lacking.
[For THE ETUDE.]

A REMONSTRANOE.
MY copy of tbe January ETUDE is only just to hand, so
that I fear I may be somewhat late in the field. Still, I
must pen a few words of protest against part of the
article'' A Plea for Simplicity," by L. L. Forman.
With the writer's main contention every one must
heartily agree, viz., that in music-" we try to teach too
many things at once." Our treatment of beginners has
been, and still is, lamentable ; the reason bein~ that
while we train our pupils as pianists, we never thmk of
training them as piano-forte teachers, and. each and all
of the~ have to l~arn how-to te!"ch by long·contin~ed
and pamful expenments on their unfortunate pupils.
Even here, however, a ray oflight has partially illuminated
our darkness, in the shape of Mrs. Curwen's little manual,
''The Child Pianist," an appreciable notice of which l
am glad to see in the above-mentioned number of T:e:E
ETUDE. ~e book is, in my opinion, destined to revolutionize all dlr methods of teaching beginners, and I speak
from personal knowledge in" saying, that even teachers of
experience may learn much from its admirably lucid
explanations. Specially valuable is it.s insistence on the
primary importance of the presentati<:m.to the pupil's
mind of one difficulty at a time. With such a manual,it will be forever impossible for any teacher to create in
a child'·s mind, that " inextinguishable hatred of music,"
of which Mrs. Forman so pathetically complains.
·
But having expressed my appreciation, may I now
utter my protest against the contention, which is, perhaps, most clearly expressed in the following paragraph
of the article : " I claim, that each musician of us
should seek out that level of music which he, without
affectation, does really most enjoy, and occupy that level,
without fear of criticism. or sneers from those either
above or below him. If music does not please us, let us
not pretend to .like it because a Schumann has written it."
In one sense, we may say, '' Yes,''· to this ; · let us not
"pretend" anything. But, having frankly confessed
that we do not like a composition by, say, Brahms, let
us io:i:inediately alter, or supplement, our confession by
addin'g:that we do not understand it. In nine cases out
of ten lack of enjoyment means simply lack of intelligent
and reverent study. Speaking generally, all noble music
has had to fight its way to recognition, has at first been
pronounced incomprehensible, formless, without melody,
and so on_. This result is natural, because such music
aims not merely at pleasing, but at elevating and instruct·
ing, and-so appeals to the intellect of the hearer. Now,
if a musician is content to occupy any one "level,'' it
follows that he shuts himself off from ever attaining a
higher level. Soon, on the princi1;>le that ·a la.ck of pro~-------c-,
gre<Js leads inevitably to retrogresBion, he will find him.self gradually losing his appreciation of, and love for,
beautiful music, sinking from one level to another, until,
at last, the only music which will satisfy him is the commonplace-that,· namely, which expresses in a pleasing
manner conventional ideas in conventional language.
Let us l>e'lmnest, but let us ever realize that progress,
and therefore tr~e life, are. only for hiJ;l,l· who reprds
earnestlf, and strives to attain, the level Just above him.
RIDLEY PRENTIOll.

Auo:rm the archives of most colleges may be f~oqd ·
8-hand Jnusic, which . has been used for Co~meqc~
ments. Havin~ been .given .once, the. collettes. .fi.nd!lQ
further use for 1t. For any. of t)ii~ musi(), wli1ch is c.Qjii ·
plete and not t!lo '!luch worn, we ar.~~~illing to e1=c~'~ge,
even for anythmg m oor cata!ogue. · .·•.·.....
·· ;~ ;, ,~1.>~

PIANO TEACHING.
BY

F. LE COUPPEY.

Continued.

in
attain to
not the
fetters?
A true artist should seek
·~--1t::cLt 1u11. and it is
to be "''""'"'"'"'~
the music
it does.
at.
useless if it is not
The cultivation of the n~C•mt1>1!'TI'
useful to develop the musical .1.a,.1.;u.1.1.,t=,
with it still other advantages even in a
educational
of view.
Young persons, accustomed
in society in a modest,
to be heard in an
and in
from memory
is no pretention
What is more simple or natural "than in
a little company of intimate friends, for a ym;ng
to seat herself at the piano to entertain the
who have requested. her to play? If
s?ccess does not come up to the general expectatmns has she ?ot a very good excuse in being
called upon qmte unprepared? If the music is
brought, it shows the ex~tation of having to
play, an? in this case, when there is evident
preparation, the audience, without lacking indulgence, h~ perha~ the right of showing itself
~ore exac.tmg. Besides, too many preparations
give to this youthful performer's exhibition an
importance that nothing justifies. How many
ridiculous incidents are often occasioned by this
~nfortunate ~µsic l It is frequently"'ll!tslaid, no
one knows why or how; when it is at fast found
it I?ust. be unrolled. and pla~ upon the desk:
wh~ is almost alw:ays insufficiently lighted.
It is difficult for the player to turn the leaves
himself; he must depend upon the kindbess of
some other pe.rson, wh. o oftentimes does not know
how f-:<> read .a note of music, and who, through
a f~l~{lg of weak ;!a?lity, has not the courage
~ ~nfet!S hi~, ig~ora:~~· ~bis person places
~~msel~near th~ p1an():,and, by his awkwardness,
:Jm~ets·Jnd~'J:l!ll'!lli · e player',s ~ovem:ents;

·

than is
for
of its serious
.
young teachers go astray
their route,
often ·compromise their thcm~md
future. To the question, Can a teacher safely
give
the study of the piano? I do not hesita!e . answer emphatically, No . . Many uncertamties, troubles, and dangers even, result from
abandoning the practical part of the art which
should be pointed out to young teache~s who
frequently, without any fixed aims or ~iews
leave the solution of many important question~
that may arise, to chance, to their friends to
other circumstances, or leave the question; to
~Ive t~emselves: A tea~her will never succeed
m makmg a pupil appremate the many resources .
pe.1rt01rm1~r
of sound, the d1ff~rent effects. of tone, th~ cha:- mstance, will not
acter. of aCC(fntuat10n, th~ vamety of shadmgs, if mon~sense, tl~at on~ can teach a
he himself .does not u.mte example to precept. one is not skillful m
Many times a pupil highly ~fted will seize a th~ir ey~, .. the teacher
never
thing pro°:'ptly upon .simply hearing it, when "hands upon .the piano will always
a little
demo?stration would b; po":erless. In his own su~pected. In this situati~n, a teacher, to inpractice a teacher will discover a thousand spire confidence, should be rn advance, and not
means. of smoothing away dry difficulties of wai.t for an ~nvitation to ma~e .himself
execution. To be sure an advanced pupil which a feehng of personal d1gmty would prea_ided by his own intelligence, may, little
vent him from accepting; for this invitation
httle, find out many of these points for himself; will be add~ to him with the idea alone of
but often he will waste. much time in seeking clearing away a dou. bt which is wounding to-"·
what experience might reveal to him with a his self-respect ~ an artist.
.
word.
.
. A last word upon the situation of a
So.far as.rela~ to ~tyle, the importance of a who, having but little time todevote
pi:act1cal. d1rect1on. will be. [elt. ,more. strongly strument, desires. to employ it to the 2n:•test
still; f~~ the valuable q!1a!1tJ~ ~~pen~~lltzupon advantage. Here" onl ·
~t;\l advi~
the
. . . .bn~ ·~.?
. 10 m. . .• .lh~nce
... ·.··n·o·.t.· · gi.v
;en .;particular
tb.~·.ca
..... ef d must'be·left
....·. ·.· . . . .· •.•.li. . . •.J. 1.2•.
be .f,ee
explained,
are·t9~not~rti~t
dem:onanble,
hut. can
>must
to. .his!
y•
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UNDERSTAND M
VOL. II.

--~-~
By w.~s. B. MATHEWS.

P&rc-~:~I.50.
The second volume of" Ho'W-to Understand

will be found even more interesting and important
the first. It contains : '
Richard Wagner: A Study of his Life, Am,,OA 1,-,.,,.,,,
his Kaster Works.
Hector Berlio11:.
Fran11: Schubert.
The Psychological Relations of
System Historically and l!lstthem,at:loally ConTemperament.
Tonic Sol-Fa.
of

and C.

first part
a clear
co11ve:n11mt to the casual
of the present volume, as
properly forms a sequel to
volume, appealing to a higher'Ifd more mature
mind. The essays upon Berlioz and Schubert
more extended than those of the first volume,
upon Wagner and his works amounts to a thorough
of his entire career, and a just estimate of his actual
aclrn~VEoments in the domain of art. It is, perhaps, not
to say that this part of the new volume will be
by Wagner scholars as the most commendable
of
The student will find the account of the four
to students of
operas
the Niebelung Ring and of Parsifal among the
no other
most ·interesting descriptions of these great works that
in our language,
we are sure that
will
have appeared in English. They are reprinted from the occupy a distinguished place
our system of musical
author's letters to the Chicago Daily Ne:ips, in 1884. A education. It takes th~·pupil over the whole ground of
part of the essays embraced in the Wagner study were pub- harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the
lished in the unofficial programme book of the Chicago most varied kind, to be played at the piano-forte. It is a
Musical Festival of 1884, and were read by many under good preparation for the art of composition and imfrovithe impression that they were translations from one of sation, calculated to incite the student to musica pro·
the best German writers. No less a judge than John .duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the
Howard, after reading the work a second time, addressed young musician's difficult task regarding the thorough
a letter to Mr. Mathews, asking the name of the German l'ltudy of harmony.
writer, supposing it had been inadvertently omitted.
·THEO. PRESSER,
They are wholly original.
PuBJ,ISHER 1
The three essays upon the Psycholo~ical Relatioml of
1704 Chestnut Street.
Music, the Tonal System and the Tome Sol-Fa, belong
together, and constitute one of the most thorough popular expositions of the mechanism of musical thinkmg
that exists in the English language. These three subjects together occupy upwards of fifty large pages.
FOR PIANO STUDENTS.
The article upon the Rationale of Piano Teaching is a
A new Invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Plano
sequel to them, depending upon certain conclusions ar- Player.
rived at in the former essays, and fllustrating the method
of applying principles to musical education. The addition of a large number of courses of study by prominent
pianists will prove of interest to almost evecy reader.
· The essay upon Musical History is understood to be a
sort of advance notice of the third volume of " How to
Understand Music," upon which the author has already
been engaged for more than two years. It isin an advanced·
state of preparation, and, :will! probablj. be completed
within a year. It will take· the place of a musical history, giving in a single volume, the size of the first volume of the same work, the substance of the entire course
of musical history as given by Mr. Mathews in his lectures on musical history at the Chicago Musical College,
and as contained in the large .works of Fetis, Naumann,
Brendel,_Ambros, and-others. '
This sM3~nd volume of Mr. Mathe~~ork appeals to
To strengthen the fingers.
literary readers as well as the purely musical. For the
To improve the touch.
latter 1t furnishes the most convenient summaries availaTo ensure :flexibility and rapidity.
ble upon the subjects of which it treats, handling them
To give correct position of the hand.
with a breadth and insight not usual in musical writing.
To save time and a vaat a.mount of labor.
For the general reader these same qua.lilies will prove
PRICE, $3.50, NET.
equally acceptable.
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or for 1111 extended period of study.

A great savint ot

time to te11clu1rs. A real help to students.
Thill work ls being received with great fuvor, and Is alre!Mly lntroduced in lieveral ofth9 boot conservat!)ries in t.b~.country. In pamphl<lt
form it has had a large sale, and now that It !11 complet64,}l}l~ms em··---·-· to take a leading place among works on Harmony.
Simple exp!D.natiom1, short sentences and plain language ihrourhout
are features which will commend themeelvea to teachers and 11tudentll.
It will lead 11tudents not only to a th0<1retical acqualntanc. With Harmony, but also to become able to distinguish lntervalll, chord$, progre11-

eio~y"!<!;!~~a~f eannts!i'r:!b~! ~e;:~i ~t~!~:i:,.e~h·e intereat .of
course is well sustained. It will not be found dry by any careful
~{!~: ne~!~t:!i!teae=t!~;!~ldedly novel in a text-boo~ of
The book will be round interellting and helpful in every W#'f to the
teacher and the pupil. It !11 alao rich 111 11uggeation11 for general impro;rement and in reviews. In advanced study It will be found invaln·
able.
,~
The conviction of its excellence wm strengthen aa it ha
used, and it ia safe to pr«::dict that this will prove the moat
popµlar work on Harmony yet published.
-

music clerk to tak'e ch~rge of the retail woon, RonRllT G0Lnnr.c1t, OAllLYLR PET11:1t111L111:A, ere., etc.
Addr,
'
·
department of a large music house. None but the most Send for olreula.r giving detailed information.
THEO; PRESSER, Publisher,,
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